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Bishop O'Connor Pleas
For Disarmament

John J. O'Connor, secretary of the National Bishops Council on Nuclear
Warfare, endorsed disarmament at a lecture on October 18. The Bishop
questioned the morality of possessing nuclear weapons. In assessing
the possible need for nuclear weapons, O'Connor confronted many professionals,
[photo by John Pastorelle]

by Matthew Benedict
Staff Writer
"There must be a serious disarmament to reduce the volatility
of weapons," stated Bishop John
J. O'Connor during his lecture
Monday, October 18, in the Oak
Room.
O'Connor, a navy chaplain
since 1952 and presently serving
as the Vicar General of the
Military Vicarate, is the secretary
of the National Bishops Council
on Nuclear Warfare.
For the first half of his lecture,
O'Connor spoke about the preparation of a pastoral letter which,
when approved by V3 of the

Reagan Ranches
Protest New Federalism
by Elizabeth Kline
News Editor
Active in 35 cities across the
United States, the national organization, Association of^Community
Organizations for Reform Now
(ACORN), will sponsor Reagan
Ranches "to create a national protest" against Reaganomics stated
Trudy Friedman of ACORN. The
local ACORN organization will
hold its rally in Bridgeport's Washington Park October 30-November
2.
Friedman explained that
ACORN is "an association of low
and moderate income people"
who join together to fight for
police protection, new sewers, as
well as battling the unfair
landlord.
ACORN is a bi-partisan national
group that restricts its political
endorsements of candidates to
the state and local levels. According to Friedman, "We endorse
candidates we feel fit the needs of
the constituency best." ACORN
believes that Reaganomics hurts
their constituency; therefore, the
Reagan Ranches will be held
across the country.
ACORN applied to the Parks

Commission for a permit to hold
their rally in Bridgeport's
Washington Park. Since the park
is a city park, the commission
denied the permit's request to
hold a political rally. "It's a blatant
violation of the First Amendment," asserted Friedman. Lawyers from the Connecticut Civil
Liberties Union are representing
ACORN In their protest against
this ruling.
University organizations, the
Hunger Action Coalition and the
Young Democrats, will participate
in the rally either October 30 or 31.
Kim McElaney of Campus Ministry
explained that Friedman contacted Campus Ministry and the
Hunger Action Coalition expressed interest. McElaney said,
"One of our concerns is to be
more exposed" to those who take
a political stand in the community.
ACORN has invited Senatorial
candidates Lowell Weicker (Rep)
and Toby Moffett (Dem) as well as
the Fourth Congressional District
incumbent Stewart McKinney
(Rep) and his opponent John
Phillips (Dem) to address the
Reagan Ranch. As of last Friday,

Police Regard Beach Safe
by David M. Rothbard
Staff Writer
There have been several reports
of disturbances since school
began in September on Fairfield
Beach Road where some Fairfield
University upperclassmen live, according to Lieutenant Comers of
the Fairfield Police Department.
Reports were made to the Fairfield Police concerning Peeping
Toms, harassing phone calls, and
there was one incident of a "sexual assault" reported in The Mirror
several issues ago. Lt. Comers
stated that an arrest was made in
the "assault" case in which a
prowler entered the bathroom
where a co-ed was taking a
shower.
"The beach area is as safe as
any other area," Lt. Comers said,
"and there is no more danger
there than anywhere else except
that a lot of young girls live there
and it is attractive for certain people to go down there."
When asked, one victim of a
Peeping Tom who wished not to
have her name disclosed, said the

police were efficient in getting to
the scene quickly and conducting
a thorough investigation. "I
couldn't have asked them to do
much more," she said.
Lieutenant Comers explained
that whenever a call of that nature
is received, two squad cars with
four patrolmen are dispatched to
investigate the situation. He affirmed, "We don't just say, 'Oh,
it's just another prowler,' we treat
it very seriously."
A Fairfield patrolman said that
there is always that type of problem at the beach and there are no
more incidents now than there
have been in the past.
Comers also stated that there
are a lot of rumors concerning
what goes on at the beach. "It is
always blown up quite a bit bigger
than it really is so you must be
careful of what you hear because
it is often out of proportion," he
said.
The beach security is under the
jurisdiction of the City of Fairfield
and is not the responsibility of
Campus Security.

ACORN had not received a response from these candidates.
The rally's agenda includes a
press conference Saturday and an
issues workshop discussing the
cost of utilities, social services
cutbacks, the new militarism, and
the housing crisis. Monday there
will be a meeting with various
Bridgeport officials involved with
housing and unemployment. Tuesday, people will go door to door to
encourage voters "to vote into office anti-Reagan candidates,"
stated Friedman.

Bishops in general assembly of
the National Bishops' Council,
will become the "formal opinion of
the U.S. Catholic Bishops" on war
and nuclear weapons. "The
Bishops are asking serious questions about the morality and possession of nuclear weapons,"
O'Connor said, "and we are trying
for a new meticulous assessment
about war and nuclear weapons."
For the past year and a half,
Bishop O'Connor has served on
the committee that interviews
people to comment upon the use
of nuclear weaponry. O'Connor
has spoken to theologians, congressmen, lawyers, medical doctors, and pacifists to obtain information to place into the letter.
"We are trying to address this set
of issues in a balanced, prayerful
perspective, so as not to be highly
emotional, or 'ultra-liberal' or
'ultra-conservative,' O'Connor
stated. "We have sifted and
weighed all the information in
light of the gospel," O'Connor
said, "for the best interest of
God's people, not just the moral
and ethical approach." "We wish
for all the Bishops to take a
careful, balanced approach, not to
be swayed from one extreme to
another." If approved by the *h
majority, the letter will be transmitted not only throughout the
U.S., but throughout the world so
there may be recognizable, "a

unified position within the U.S.
that the church may live within."
O'Connor then proceeded to
comment upon "what psycho-dynamics within the culture led the
Bishops to form this letter and
these moral judgments." O'Connor firmly stated that, in the letter,
he and his fellow Bishops have
"no basic changes in the commitment to maintain justice and a
reasonable military defense
against an aggressor." But, when
faced with the "inordinate stockpile" of nuclear weapons and the
"enormous expenditures of resources" to build them, there is no
denying that "the race must be
stopped. There has to be a commitment to and acceptance of the
possibility of a nuclear war,"
O'Connor stated. "We are not pretending any Utopias," O'Connor
added, that "the science of
nuclear weapons is a reality; the
Pandora's Box is open."
"The enormous amount of
modern-day
technological
weapons, the strategic nuclear
arms aimed at cities, deployed for
destruction of countless numbers
of innocent people, must be
seriously reduced," O'Connor
said. "These weapons cause incalculable destruction...and if
these weapons are ever actually
used in an escalated, all-out
nuclear war, a complete
Holocaust is the only outcome."

Future of Beach Shuttle Remains
Unknown For Next Year
by Marguerite Downing *
Public Relations Editor
Operation of the Beach Shuttle for the next
academic year has yet to be determined, pending
a cost—benefit analysis and student approval of
costs, according to Vice President William
Schimpf of Student Services.
In a recent interview, Schimpf reaffirmed and
clarified his recent message to the University
Council regarding the fate of the Beach Shuttle.
According to Schimpf, his main concern is to
make certain that students are aware well in advance that the fee charged for use of the Beach
Shuttle, if continued, will include the cost of a
new bus and that the increased cost will most
likely be divided among fewer students. As of
now, the facts of the situation have yet to be
determined as cost figures are still being processed. When figures are available a decision will have
to be made between students and the administration as to whether or not the benefits of running

the Shuttle to the beach outweigh the cost.
Schimpf pointed out that the results of last
year's Beach Shuttle negotiations made no provision for the continuance of the shuttle beyond
the '82-'83 school year. Schimpf recognized the
need for a transportation service to the beach,
which, "has by far the largest off-campus resident
population." He also stated that, "We are not
committed to putting an end to the shuttle service
to the beach. We just have to see what it will cost
and whether or not students are willing to pay for
it."
At present, 365 beach residents utilize the shuttle service at a cost of $31.00 per semester. The
fee charged next year will include a large part of
the cost for a new bus, which Schimpf stated was
necessary as the life of the old bus is due to expire. According to Schimpf each bus has a life of
approximately 3-4 years. If the Beach Shuttle serv!ce were to be discontinued next year, a new bus
would not be necessary.

Joe Jackson performed before a capacity crowd in the gym Friday night to initiate Harvest '82 festivities. His
songs were enjoyed by an enthusiastic crowd. For story see page 10.
[Photo by John Pastorelle]
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Mirror Images: Infirmary Check-Up
by Richard Swietek
Executive Editor
Chloraseptic and Sudafed have
fueled many a joke about the university's infirmary, yet the nurses
who run the service and who last
year treated over 12,000 cases
have a different opinion concerning the quality of care.
As their pamphlet states, "The
purpose of the health service is to
maintain the good health of the
students of Fairfield University byboth preventive measures and
treatment of disease."
The facilities in Loyola are open
24 hours a day, seven days a week
and are staffed by six nurses with
four doctors who come in on a ro-

tating basis between 8:00 a.m. and
10:30 a.m. on weekdays.
Doris Pitt, R.N., head nurse, had
no figures concerning the daily influx of students through the facility, but added, "It gets pretty busy
during the early hours of the evening because of the intramural
programs."
Nurse Pitt also mentioned that
the infirmary is stocked with many
prescription drugs which are given
to the students with the doctor's
authority. "We carry most drugs
which will take care of things, but
if the student needs something
special, he or she would have to
go out on their own and purchase
the prescription," commented Pitt.
In response to many students

complaints that the only medication the infirmary knows how to
dispense are Sudafed and Chloraseptic, Nurse Pitt stated, "Most
students think the only cure for
them is penicilln."
"You can take anything for a
virus and it won't go away, it has
to be allowed to run its course. If
penicillin is taken in situations
like this when it isn't needed the
body builds a resistance to it and
when a student truly needs
penicillin the body won't
respond," explained Pitt.
Nurse Pitt said that Chloraseptic was the only gargle which in
studies proved that it may fight a
virus. "Even Listerine was crossed
off the list," included Pitt.

Sudafed is a decongestant
which is used because it does not
make students drowsy. "The students have told us that they want
to study, so we've tried to get the
best drug? for the situation," commented Pitt.
Other services the infirmary provides include various pamphlets
on health related subjects which
are available free of charge to
students. The infirmary also sponsors an allergy clinic from 8:00
a.m.—10:00 a.m. weekdays and a
gynecology clinic from 8:30 a.m.—
10:00 a.m. on Fridays. The infirmary also has facilities to care for
9 in-patients who are called on by

doctors during the day to check
on the condition of patients.
"If a student should come in
after the doctor's hours with a
malady which necessitates hospitalization the University must
guarantee the student a ride to St.
Vincent's Hospital in Bridgeport,"
stated Dean Krell, administrator
of Medical Services.
Dean Krell felt service in the infirmary was excellent and added,
"The doctors are fine, but in my
opinion the nurses are the backbone of the operation."
Nurse Pitt summed up her opinion of the health servce by adding,
"I think students are getting the
best care they can."

Do you think the infirmary is reliable when you are sick?

Although I've had relatively few
experiences with the infirmary, I
haven't had any problems so far.
The staff doesn't treat you like a
number and expresses a genuine concern for your health. I would
give it a B-B +.
Paul Derrin
Accounting '84

I think the infirmary is very
reliable when there is an emergency, but when a student comes in
with a bad cold or strepped throat
they really get the run around. The
nurses are great, but I think the
doctors in the infirmary should
prescribe more medicine for illnesses, not just sudafed and
chloraseptic.
Maura Croghan
Psychology '85

The health care service that an
infirmary provides is quite important. Here at Fairfield they
have a system which is both efficient and adequate. Not only is
their medical treatment of high
quality, but the nurses are personable and compassionate.
James Martirano
Finance '85

I feel it all depends upon which
nurse or doctor treats you. Some
may make you feel guilty for feeling ill and give you asprin, cough
syrup and chloraseptic ("red or
green?") for any illness. Others
are great and will help you anyway
they can, always with a smile on
their face and expressing sincere
concern.
Karen Hill
Sociology '83

In my dealings with the infirmary, I have found them to be adequate at best. However, one must
realize that the extent of the service is severely restricted.
Bruce Garcia
Accounting '84

(Photos and Responses Compiled by Chuck Hacker]

Computer Terminals
Serve Community
by Tricia Kowalski
Staff Writer

[Photo by John Mazzucco]
The computer room, located on the ground floor of Bannow, is a
necessary part of several Fairfield courses. The costly new DEC 2060 is
"radically different" from the previous model. Memory and storage
capacity does not compare with the old machines. All students are
welcome to use the computers.

"It was old, it had served the university for twelve years, and it had
done its duty," explained Dr. Mis,
program analyst, regarding the
univeristy's previous computer
system.
In order to better meet the
needs of the students, faculty, and
administration, the university purchased a new system from Digital
Equipment Corporation in 1980.
The old computer system,
which was a combination of IBM,

Committee Meeting Evaluates Seller's
by Danlca Nedela
Staff Writer
"The turkey is too salty."
"Chicken noodle soup should be
served more often." "There aren't
enough cereals, why don't we
have Captain Crunch?"
These were among the opinions
voiced by students at the last
meeting of the food committee to
the employees of the food service.
The food committee meets once
every three weeks. The meetings
are open to the public, and it is
here that students can voice their
likes and dislikes about the food
service.
"The food service has been really good with coming through with
suggestions from the last meeting," expressed one student.
Manager of Sieler's Food Service, Bill Byrne, says that the meal
plan has been revised according
to comments made by students.
Among favorites, students
listed roast beef, chicken soup,
Caesar Salad, and cheese and
crackers. They said they would
like to see these dishes served
more often.
However, the food service is

concerned with trying to keep
things fresh so that boredom
doesn't set in. "One thing we are
always afraid of is overkill. If we
had roast beef 7 nights a week
you'd get sick of it," said Mr.
Byrne.
The company operates on a fixed cycle. Main dishes appear once
every three weeks, pastry dishes
every four weeks, and soups every
two weeks.
One of the complaints made by
students was that there is a problem with getting ice for drinks.
The food service has been looking
into new machines, but these ice
dispensing machines are very
costly and the company believes
that there are a lot of items needed that are more essential than
ice machines.
The seconds policy was another
topic discussed at the meeting.
One student asked why he
couldn't take two helpings at
once, rather than going through
the line each time he wanted
seconds. This is because the company is trying to avoid wasting
food. "No one ever stops you from
eating as much as you can," said
Mr. Byrne," we try to give you a

good program at a reasonable
cost."
Another complaint by students
was that foods like omelettes
were often cold before they were
eaten. The food service would like
to eliminate this problem in the
future. They plan on implementing
a fifth station which would have a
grill. Items such as hotdogs, hamburgers, and omelettes would all
be cooked to order.
Students also expressed their
concern about salt added to
dishes. The food service said they
hardly use any salt, and have provided spice racks so people can
flavor dishes to their own liking.
"We don't use much salt. The last
ingredient we put in a dish is salt.
We rarely oversalt anything," said
Mr. Byrne.
Mr. Byrne believes that students
are the best critics for the food
service. "If students are happy,
that is important to me and my
company," he said. A preview of
some of the dishes that will appear at the Halloween dinner includes: Linguini and Clam Sauce,
Flank Steak with Bernaise Sauce,
Apple Cider, caramel corn, candy
apples, and pumpkin piel

Memorex, and Digital Scientific
Corporation equipment, was not
efficient enough to meet the
changing needs of the campus
community. In addition, the timesharing aspect of the system was
no longer being supported by IBM.
The new computer, DEC 2060,
which cost between $50,000 and
$1,000,000, is "radically different."
It is more efficient and costs less
to operate. The DEC 2060 is thirty
times (2.5 million bytes) larger in
terms of memory, and ten times
(600 million bytes) larger in terms
of disc storage than the old
system. It has three times more
terminals, and it prints two and a
half times faster. Information is
transmitted at a rate of 800,000
bytes per second. It currently supports six languages including
COBOL, BASIC, and FORTRAN,
and more languages will be added
as needed.
The DEC 2060 serves all aspects
of the campus community quite
competently. It provides service

for all student programming
courses, math and computer
courses, and engineering courses.
There are twenty-eight terminals
available for student use on the
ground floor of Bannow, and a
staff member or student is on duty
to provide assistance.
There are additional terminals
available for faculty research, including terminals for the psychology, math and chemistry departments, and the School of Continuing Education. Canisius houses
the terminal for modern languages
and Greek and Roman studies.
The terminal for the Economics
department, the sociology department, and the School of Business
is located in the Faculty Office
Building. There is also a terminal
for public use on the third floor of
Bannow and in the library.
"Every administrative function
is linked in some way to the computer," stated Dr. Mis. This includes personnel, accounting,
registration, grading, and alumni.

Legislature Focuses
On Bankey Problem
by Elizabeth Bartus
News Editor
and
Ginny Drew
Staff Reporter
Student Legislature members
met for the second time on October 20. After thirty-one new
legislature representatives were
sworn in, President Bob Sullivan
opened a discussion concerning
the Bankey.
Student Legislature feels they
were not properly informed by the
administration about the installation of Bankey. They were notified
two weeks before the close of the
spring semester last year. This
was not enough time for action. A

unanimous bill was passed expressing the general student disapproval of the Bankey operation.
The second discussion concerned the shuttle. A bill was approved to create a task force to research the present shuttle situation. The task force will also keep
the legislature informed of any administrative decisions concerning
the future of the shuttle.
The student legislature appropriated funds from their budget to
the Marketing Club, Pep Band, and
Cheerleaders.
Officer nominations were held
for the elections which will be held
at the legislature meeting on October 27.
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Security Works To Maintain
Safe Campus
by Kathryn King
Staff Writer
"Crime is low on campus.
You're safe here," said Mr. Vincent Brennan, director of the Fairfield University Campus Security
located in Loyala.
Because there is little crime
"there is a general relaxed
feeling" in the student body, Brennan said. Students frequently
leave their doors wide open, inviting theft.
Safety Awareness Week was
sponsored by Housing and Security to make students aware of what
they were doing. Besides placing
posters in the dorms, Housing and
Security went through some
dorms looking for open rooms
with nobody in them.
As well as locking up, Security

crimes. The major crimes are investigated by the Fairfield Police
Department with whom they are
affiliated "on just a professional
level," stated Brennan. Security
must respond to all alarms and all
calls. A big part of the job is traffic
control and giving parking tickets.
encourages the use of Operation
Identification, a system of marking personal property.
"We should be aware of our surroundings," said Mary McCullough, the assistant director of
Security.
The process of securing the
campus starts at 11:00 p.m. every
night when all but one gate is closed. At midnight the switchboard is
changed to the Security office so
all calls are handled by them. An

BOOS

officer is in the checkpoint from
11:00 p.m. to 5:00 a.m.
The department structure is a
director assistant-director supervisor and twelve full time officers,
two traffic control and several part
time officers cover the campus.
Six of the staff are certified
emergency medical technicians.
McCullough said, "the greatest
thing students should be aware of
is not just anybody can be on
Security." "We have a good
reputation," added Brennan.
"It's like a police department
plus more," he said. They investigate ail accidents and minor

CHEERS

Cheers to Joe Jackson for battling
the tonsil infection and serving up
Boo of the week goes to the line at just one hell of a concert.
Harvest....all 45 minutes of it, and To Tim Burke and the SEC comto all those whining and crying rades who did just a great job with
fools who thought it was too cold crowd control and design.
outside....ha! Doesn't everyone Cheers to the band, the Trend for
wear thermals under their be-bopping the entire upstairs
spaghetti straps?
crowd at Harvest.
The Early-Morning-Bedside- Cheers to all the efforts of braclet
Manner Award goes to Loyola 3 for trading downstairs to get
serenading the "babes" in Gon- upstairs...Never knew that you
zaga Pits with pre-dawn hymnals could twist your wrist in the
in honor of, Aristotle?
weirdest ways.

Discrepancy Leads To
Second Election
By Richard K. Mealey
Staff Writer
After a discrepancy was discovered in the Townhouse ballots
for Student Legislature positions,
the vote was declared invalid and a
new vote taken on October 21.
Student Legislature President
Robert Sullivan explained the error
this way: "On the ballot it was supposed to read 'Select 3 candidates.' When the typist went to
type the ballot, though, whoever it
was hit a 4 instead of a 3. Most of
the ballots we received had four
names circled instead of three, so
the entire vote had to be taken
again."
The three candidates elected to
the Student Legislature by the

Townhouse residents were
Joseph Luglio (70 votes), Carol
Kostynick (68 votes) and Joan
Butler (39 votes).
Carol Kostynick, when asked
about how she will represent the
Townhouses, replied: 'That's- it
right there: I'm representing my
constituents up at the Townhouses. As regards what I'd like to
bring to the Legislature's attention, I believe that it would be a
good idea to have some kind of
liaison between the Fairfield
University Townhouse Association and the Student Legislature,
since the one exists separate from
the other. I'd also like to bring to
the Legislature's attention the fact
that there are no lights on the
walks going up to the Town
houses."

Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit Honor Society, inducted 27 members of the Senior class who earned a GPA of
3.5 and above. The new members are seated from left to right In Row 1: Kim Casner, Lisa LaGuardia, Father
Higgins, Professor Donnaruma, Dave Weber. Row 2: Peggy Ferguson, Perry Vincenzi, Patty Buckley, Colleen Caplice, Lisa LaRocca, Donna Lucey, Ken Fontaine, Kathy Doherty. Row 3: Dom Marini, Rich Zipoli,
Jackie Franzel, Jim Maher, Kathleen Perkowski, Doug Noble. Row 4: Tony Ghecas, Kevin Keegan, Vin
Cuticello, Geralyn McBride, Bob Griggon, Paul Gateso.
[Photo by Duane Bailey].

Alpha Sigma Nu Inducts Scholars

by James Maher
Alpha Sigma Nu, the National
Honor Society for Jesuit Colleges
and Universities, inducted twentyseven seniors to the University
chapter Sunday, October 17.
At the ceremony, held in the
Oak room of the Campus Center,
speeches were heard from the
newly elected officers of the
Society. In addition, Prof. Carmen
Donnarumma delivered a keynote
address to the honored seniors
and the 160 guests in attendance.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held in the Faculty Dining
Room.
The ceremony began with an address from the moderator of the
Jesuit Honor Society, Fr. John
Higgins. His talk served to inform
the guests in attendance of the
criteria that the members of Alpha
Sigma Nu were required to meet to
gain admission. Fr. Higgins was
instrumental in reactivating the
Honor Society here at Fairfield.
After a brief introduction from
Dead People do it six feel under. See story on page 4
[Photo by Roseanne LaBarre] Fr. Higgins, the four officers: Dave
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Weber, President; James Maher,
Vice President; Geralyn McBride,
Secretary; and Kenneth Fontaine,
Treasurer spoke of the ideals of
the Society. Weber, commenting
on the goals and purposes of
Alpha Sigma Nu, said, "Our
classes have stressed a diligent
search for truth, not only in the
area of our major, but also in the
other areas of the humanities
which we have chosen to
explore."
James Maher, addressing the
role of scholarship, maintained
that "True scholarship is a matter
that goes beyond the unbroken
succession of high grades...true
scholarship never loses contact
with the world beyond the library
or the classroom." Geralyn
McBride, speaking on the ideal of
loyalty, said, By myaiiy .0 these
ideals of the society, we believe
that a man's spiritual nature
matures as his faculties develop."
Lastly, Ken Fontaine, speaking on
the role of service, stated, "Service from a still broader viewpoint

must be considered also as a concern for the welfare of the total
society in which we find
ourselves."
The keynote speaker at the
ceremony was.Prof. Carmen Donnarumma, elected Teacher of the
Year by the class of 1982. Along
with the twenty-seven seniors,
Donnarumma was inducted into
the Society as its first honorary
member. In his address he spoke
of the value of the Jesuit ideals in
education and also as they apply
to one's actions in everyday life.
Interjecting
characteristic
ancedotal humor, Donnarumma
drew from his Jesuit training at
Fordham as he urged members to
seek order in the world based on
personal principles of truth and
wisdom and to express their
talents in the world.
Students from the class of 1984
who are eligible for membership
will be selected in the coming spring semester.
James Maher is Vice-President
of Alpha Sigma Nu.
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Exploring the Occult:

AN INTERVIEW WITH
THE WARRENS
by Lucia M. Mercurio
Arts and Entertainment Editor
"All hallows eve, or halloween,
is one of the biggest sabbats for
Witchcraft and Satanists. On that
night they will be performing many
rituals of necormancy (conjuration
of evil spirits).
These will go on in lonely graveyards and places where tradegies
occurred," explained Ed Warren, a
Religious Demonologist who is a
world-wide studier of Witchcraft
and Black Magic.
"Although it's a fun night for
children and for other people, it's
a very serious night where sorcery
and black magic is concerned."
Ed Warren and his wife Lorraine
(who live in Monroe, Ct) have been
in this business for 37 years. They
travel all over the world investigating "infestations" of
houses and consulting with the
clergy when exorcism is needed.
Mr. Warren explains, "I would have
to evaluate what is taking place
through my knowledge of Witchcraft, sorcery and Black Magic.
That doesn't mean I practice this.
I'm very much against it."
After sufficient information is
collected, Mr. Warren then brings
his evidence to the chancelery. If
they agree with him that an exor-

cism is needed they would then
assign someone to do the exorcism.
"We look for outward manifestations," he continues, "I would
have to provoke what is in such a
home through a religious ritual
such as using the crucifix and the
name of Jesus Christ. I would have
to provoke through Holy Oil and
Holy Water and would command
what is there is the name of Christ
to reveal its identity."
If an infestation is present,
there will be such manifestations
as levitations, spontaneous fires
and pounding sounds.
He gave as an example the
Glase Home in Brookfield, Ct.
"For seven months a young boy
came under diabolical possessions...." "He would levitate, he
would be attacked, he would blow
up by two and three times his own
size. There were numerous manifestations in the home of a
diabolical nature which would appear to the family, ourselves and
the boy."
Mr. Warren also declared, "I
know of many covens right here In
the Fairfield area."
When asked for specific names
of practicing witches, he refrained
from comment. "These societies

Despite popular opinion, occult societies do exist. Demonic possession |S combatted by the Warrens.
[Photo by Roseanne LaBarre]
and covens are very secretive."
He did offer the name of one
coven. "Well, Pheonix of course is
probably the biggest. They are
world-wide."
I asked him about a rumor that
there were Satanic practices on
Fairfield Univeristy grounds. He
confirmed the rumor. "I would
have to say from things I've heard
that, yes, there were Satanic
Rituals. But on most college campuses today you have some group
who practices Witchcraft or
Satanic rights."

"I do know that right near Fairfield in the woods there, just two
years ago I was brought there by
some people who wanted to know
what was happening. There were
black candles that were used, incenses. I could also see different
types of markings..."
Warren gave a final warning to
anyone who was curious about
Witchcraft and black magic:
"We're very much against
Witchcraft...we're
against
anybody going into seances or

haunted houses because It could
prove very dangerous...Delving into the occult could be very
dangerous."
If anything about Ed Warren has
sparked your curiosity, he and his
wife will be lecturing at Nassack
High School in Monroe on
November 5, at 8:00. They will
show slides of haunted areas in
England and Fairfield County and
will play recordings of spirit
voices.
Tickets are available through
the Monroe Police department.

Resume Writing

You Can Be A Saleable
Product
by Joanne O'Brien
Staff Writer
If you have asked yourself any
of the following...Why wasn't I an
accounting major? Does my major
have any practical use? Is
waitressing or painting houses
summers good work experience?
Do I have any work experience?
Why is my G.P.A. lower than three
but higher than one? What's
Dean's List?...What's cum laude?
What did I do for the past three
years!?! (Forgetting, of course,
your attendance at those all important keg, impromptu, floor, and
beach parties.) And finally, WHO
and WHERE is the nut that's going
to hire me!?!
...then you need a lesson in how
to make yourself, as my father
would say, "a saleable product."
Who and what is a saleable product? Basically, a saleable product is anyone able to get a job.
Recruiters WANT to hire this person.
When writing your resume,

there are some basic rules to
follow. First, don't spell your name
wrong. Needless to say, the
recruiter will not be impressed
with this. Don't spell anything
wrong! Triple check for errors. Is
Chase Manhattan going to hire
you if you've spelled management
"Managemant" in your career objective?
Keep your resume to one page.
From what I hear, recruiters tearup anything over a page. They
can't be bothered.
Career objective. You must have
one even if it means making up different resumes for each one. It's
not THAT expensive. For instance,
if you have them professionally
printed, it costs approximately
seven or eight dollars for fifty
resumes. You probably won't need
more than that so the total cost
will be about forty dollars. If you
get a job, it's worth it.
Education. Just mention col(Continued on page 5)

l/EATU RES^j
Harvest Madness
by Dave Luttatl
Staff Writer
Did you ever stop to think of all
the things that can and do go
wrong on the weekend of one of
the school's biggest dances?
Harvest is the dance that everyone looks forward to attending.
Girls are talking about who they
are hoping will ask them, while
they walk around with a calm, cool
exterior acting as if they don't
care.
The guys, on the other hand,
have all they can do just to build
up enough guts and courage to
ask a girl they are hopelessly in
love with.
Once a girl accepts your invitation to the dance, the hard part is

over, and from there on in it
should be smooth sailing. But,
nothing ever goes as planned
First of all, you're hoping to
make a good impresion on your
date, counting on your friends to
help with the conversation, only to
find out that your tickets are for
downstairs, while the rest of your
friends will be sitting upstairs.
Deciding on where to go to dinner is the next plan of action. You
conclude that you want to treat
her to something fancy like Mike's
Pizza, or to be really cozy maybe
you'll order Domino's to your
room. The last of the big time
spenders.
Finally it's the day you've been
waiting for. You want to look really
suave, so you decide to break out

your three piece pin-striped suit
from the mothballs. You plan to
take a leisurely shower, shave,
iron your shirt, and take care of
whatever else needs to be taken
care of. But, time is shorter than
you think.
You wind up taking a half hour
shower, and then having to rush
shaving, only to look down and
see half of your face on the razor.
: Guys don't feel bad though, for
you'll see that when you pick up
your date that she's got a million
and one tissues on her legs trying
to stop the hemorrhaging, from
shaving her legs.
As usual, you didn't have time
to iron your shirt, so you figure
you'll keep on your jacket all night.
In the excitement of everything,
you realize that you forgot to order
a corsage. How stupid can one be!
Not to worry; all you have to do
is run outside, and you have your
choice of flowers in front of Campion, the ultimate bummer has to
be when you and your date arrive
at the Campus Center only to find
that your tickets are back in your
room.
Much to your surprise, despite
every obstacle in your path, the
evening has turned out to be a
success after all. Aren't you lucky!

Afterthoughts

by Jim Keenan
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Pencilled Portrait

Computer
Program for Kids
by Debra A. Estock
Staff Writer
Ask any five year old child what
a turtle is, and they might reply
something similar to Robbie Hull,
Jr. of Sherman School, Fairfield,
that, "a turtle is something with a
shell, that is green and walks on
four legs."
Ask Dr. Frederick Mis, a programmer/analyst with the the
University Computer Center, that
same question and you would get
a very different reply.
Dr. Mis is responsible for implementing a unique computer program at Fairfield called "Turtle
Graphics," designed especially
for children, pre-school level on
up.
"Turtle Graphics," a subset of
the basic programming language
called "Logo," is an easy and exciting language for them to learn.
And it is quite a lot of fun," said Dr.
Mis as he sat at his computer terminal and demonstrated what
"Turtle Graphics" and "Logo"
were all about.
By punching in a series of simple commands, the person programming the computer can
create a series of pictures or
graphics from a simple flower pattern to an intricate weave of
circles, similar to what a
spirograph or Etch-a-Sketch produces. The essential difference
between "Turtle Graphics" and

the basic programming language,
"Logo" is that "Logo" can do a
variety of other operations such as
arithmetic problems and word
structure analysis. "Turtle" features only picture-like graphics.
According to Dr. Mis, "Turtle
Graphics" was conceived and
developed In the late 60's by
Seymour Papert and his colleagues at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at M.I.T. in conjunction with Wallace Feurzeig. Initially, its original intent was to
teach students mathematical concepts in an exploratory fashion.
Eventually it was expanded to a
complete programming language,
"Logo", which was then used to
teach students from the preschool up to the post-doctorate
level.
"Turtle Graphics" is an excellent tool for teaching math, especially any concepts involving
geometry. It is much easier to
learn and simpler than its sophisticated counterparts like APL,
BASIC or FORTRAN," said Mis.
Dr. Mis stated that he heard
about "Turtle Graphics" a year ago
and decided it would be a great
idea to design the program to enable it to work on our computer
system. The program eventually
designed was more flexible than
the original MIT version, because
he expanded it to include color,
and specific functions such as cir-

Rearview Mirror

The Evolution of
Modern Fairfield
by Cecile Mazzucco
Staff Writer
"The infernal screeching of steam whistles
every night by locomotives at the station must be
stopped. No one can sleep."
This excerpt from the 1868 Southport Chronical
held true for decades as Fairfield slowly progressed into the modern era. The installation of trolley
lines in the 1900's enabled Fairfielders to work and
shop in Bridgeport. The railroads also transported
many immigrants from Italy, Hungary, and Russia
to Fairfield where the price of land was much
cheaper.
For nearly 100 years Fairfield!s population had
remained at about 4,000. Shipping had decreased
markedly after Jefferson's boycott of European'
trade and Fairfield's inability to offer a variety of
jobs, because of lack of heavy industrialization,
forced people to move to where they could find
work. Throughout its history large areas broke
away to form their own towns as they accumulated enough of a population. During World War I
and the Depression Fairfield's population grew to
17,000.
Since tax money was insufficient to meet costs,
public services were donated by private individuals. In 1916, for example, Annie Burr Jennings
donated to the town a house on Unquowa Road,
now Tomlinson Junior High, for use as Fairfield 's
first high school. Before this in 1914 high school
met in two classrooms in the Old Sherman School
on Reef Road and the Post Road or students
traveled to Bridgeport or Westport for school.
In 1947 Fairfield expanded even more to absorb
the war veterans and their families into its population which by 1960 reached nearly 50,000. The
town correspondingly increased its public services as the population rose.

It'll be a hot time in

Dr. Frederick Mis, a Fairfield alumni, has created a computer program for pre-schoolers.
[Photo by John Pastorelle]
cle operators and shading graHe explained that the main purdren,
5th
and 6th graders are so
phics.
pose of the "Turtle Graphics" &
Dr. Mis, who also teaches the in- "Logo" program, is to teach while enthusiastic about it, you can't get
troductory computer course in entertaining the various school them off the machine. They can't
APL (QA 10) in the School of Busi- children from the area grammar believe what they can learn In a
ness, originally did not plan on en- schools and high schools that short period of time."
Dr. Mis also noted that even
tering the computer field.
tour the facility on a regular basis.
with
children as young as 5 or 6
A Fairfield alumnus with a
"The kids are fascinated by the
degree in Psychology, he went on computers, and they want to do years old, "Turtle" is quite effecto the Univ. of Massachusetts, something on them right away. It tive in keeping their attention and
showing them that computers can
where he received his masters and doesn't make sense to show them
be fun. He feels it is much easier
doctorate degree. Finding no APL or BASIC, which are more
to teach children because it is
specific jobs in his chosen field, complicated and harder to learn in
and having had some experience the hour or so they are here," said easier for them to learn, and they
are more flexible and adapt quickin APL & FORTRAN while in grad- Mis.
He continued, "The older chil- ly to learning something new.
uate school, he heard about an
opening in the Computer Center
here. He applied and was subsequently hired.
Continued from page 4
job consisted of sitting in a small
lege unless you received some room with a calculator and a long
special honor in high school. list of figures. All I did was put the
G.P.A.-lf it's a 2.953 for Fairfield, numbers into a specific formula.
it's a 3.0 for your resume. If you've For my resume, I transformed this
taken business courses, you have mindless task into: "Implemented
a concentration in business or bet- research and analyzed statistical
ter yet, a business minor. Even if data for the Department's annual
you've only taken one business report." Sounds good, doesn't it?
course in the past three years, You can do it too!
mention it!
Mentioning your interests is opHave you ever made Dean's tinal. If you have some extra room,
List? "Just once," you reply? Well I say do it. During an interview, it
then, you can put "Achieved may spark a conversation with the
Dean's List." Chances are, the recruiter.
recruiter will never ask how many
For activities, be careful what
times.
you put. You don't have alot of
Work Experience. If you think space. Don't put Irish Society
you don't have any, you're wrong! unless you were an officer."
You've been waitressing the past EVERYONE is in the Irish Society.
three summers? That's public rela- DO mention and STRESS any actions. Painted houses with a group tivity where you held an important
of friends? That's launching a position. Recruiters are looking
painting operation, supervising for people with leadership qual(you told one of your friends he ities.
missed a spot) and managing
That's it! If you follow these
funds (you paid for the paint for guidelines, use a little imaginathe last job.) If you were a clerk or tion, and work at it hard enough,
secretary for the past three sum- your resume will make you sound
mers, that can sound impressive like the saleable product that you
Fairfield, althougn its farmers have all but disaptoo. For instance, one summer my are!
peared, has retained its country atmosphere.
Through careful urban planning to control industrial and commercial growth, open spaces for
recreation and nature have been left to remind the
town of its past through Historical Districts in
by Michael A. Conley
"phone home" and collect on this
Greenfield Hill, Southport and the Old Post Road.
Staff Writer
gimmick.
More detailed information may be obtained
What's this? The preppiest kid
Also, there are sure to be a
from the Fairfield Historical Society, which offers
on
the
floor
has
suddenly
become
whole host of red-haired wonders
tours of the Burr Mansion and is located on the
a punk rocker? And how about roaming about in.the form of "AnOld Post Road. Also, the Pequot Library in Souththat rowdy guy on Loyola 3.. .is nie" clones, (in which case "toport holds origional documents from the citizens
he really a priest? Not to mention morrow" is never quite far enough
of Fairfield throughout its history and the Fairfield
that
girl who you thought was so
U Library stocks George Pratt's Fairfield in Conaway!)
cute in Biology Lab...now she
necticut and Elizabeth Schenck's History of FairBut, there is certainly still room
looks like something you'd for the traditional witches, ghosts,
field, both of which were consulted for this brief
dissect there!
overview.
goblins, and skeletons, all of
Has the world turned upswide whom join together to give this
down? Well, in a manner of speak- night its particular ghoulish
ing it has. For you see, that special charm. Whatever the case, cosnight when reality takes a back tuming is something not to be
seat to fantasy is fast approach- missed, as it allows a welcome, aling. That's right, it's almost Hallo- beit short, escape from the cares
ween!
of college life. So, let loose, and
Halloween has traditionally happy haunting!
been a time to doff your identity
and let your imagination run wild.
Costumes allow each wearer to
become someone else for just a
BARBER SERVILLE
little while, and to thereby dwell in
1426 POST ROAD
the magical world of make believe.
259-3893
The number of different costumes available is only as limited
as your imagination (and your
wallet). However, according to
some pretty good authorities (litMIR*) FARMS
tle urchins of course), certain new
Fresh Fruits &
faces are likely to be popping up
Vegetables
pretty frequently on the scene this
Fresh
Made
Apple Cider
year. "E.T." will certainly be a
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
[Photo by Roseanne LaBarre] popular costuming choice, as peoFairfield
ple of all ages will be trying to
the old tomb tonite!

Resume Writing

Costuming Creativity
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Father Bob

A Friend To All

Father Bob Hoffman, who lives on the first floor of Gonzaga, is the only non-Jesuit priest living on campus.
[Photo by John Pastorelle]

Witches Aren't For Real — Are They?
by Deirdre Hagan
Staff Writer
Since Halloween is creeping up
on us, since our thoughts naturally turn to witches, ghosts and vampires, since now is the time old
ghost stories are soiemly told to
wide eyed friends; it is the perfect
time to bring up (again), the tales
of the Demon worshippers, the
Blood Cult.
Once upon a time, behind Julie
Hall, late at night, strange things
happened. In an empty reservoir
by the apple orchard, members of
a cult of Satan Worshippers had
marched in and held midnight
ceremonys of dark worship.
While students were snuggled
in their beds, or burning the midnight oil, these Devil Worshippers
were out there sacrificing cats,
dogs, and even goats. Dressed
and hooded in black, they would
dance around a fire half crazed;
meaning, crying and screeching
out blasphemies.
It sounds pretty farfetched.
After all, college students are
known to create exotic tales to

escape from the humdrum "eat,
sleep, drink, study," schedule of
college. But there are a few interesting details about this
rumour that can't be overlooked.
For example:
Demonic Cults are traditionally
held on sacred grounds. (Sisters
of Notre Dame) This is so that
their desire will be more intense.
So that in fact they can "spit on
the face of Christianity". There,
ceremonies are supposed to be
held in an enclosed area or semi
circle (reservoir - oval enclosed
area) in a wooded area.
Another interesting detail is
that Jesuit Priests have been
known to be the "soldiers to God",
clear enemies of Satan. This gives
an added incentive to these people to perform their mock masses.
Fairfield has had a history of
demonic or witch cults. In 1692
Fairfield was the chief center of
activity of witch trials. The only
other larger witch trials that year
happened in Salem, Ma. It is also
believed that the first witch ever

£3k

}\>;

hung in the United States was
hung on Fairfield University
grounds at the spot where the
pond now is.
To this day, Fairfield County has
a very high percent of Demon
Cults. They are second only to
Burbank, California.
More specific evidence about
the presence of the Demon Cult
came from various students.
One senior told me, "My
girlfriend and I were studying in
the reservoir when a security
guard told us to get out of there.
He said there were strange things
going on in there and Fairfield
didn't want any students prowling
around this area."
Security remembers when there
were rumours about a Blood Cult
up beyond Julie but, as one said,
"There is no evidence of any activity for several years."
Another student offered. "When
my sister went to school here,
(1978) she told me that there were
bloody sheets found out by the apple orchard. Everybody knew

by Eileen Roach
Staff Writer
The hand carved wooden sign
on the door reads "Uncle Bob's
Place." To the residents of Gonzaga's first floor, that sign is the
entrance to a door that's always
open, even wnen its physically
closed. Fr. Robert Hoffman is the
resident housemaster on Gonzaga
One for this year. He is enrolled in
the Master's program of Applied
Psychology, and he is a non-Jesuit
in the very Jesuit community of
Fairfield University.
Fr. Bob is an enthusiastic and
experienced shoulder for young
people. Most recently a parish
priest in Parsippany, New Jersey,
Fr. Bob was youth director in his
parish, working with over 400 high
school aged individuals. He
developed a totally new youth program Including a self-discovery
weekend called "search" that
tried to help young people look at
themselves in a new way.
Here at Fairfield for only five
weeks, Fr. Bob is already at home.
He has attended every floor
meeting and is always available
when anyone on our floor needs
someone to talk to.
Since he is a non-Jesuit, I asked

Fr. Bob specifically how the
students and Jesuits have reacted
to him. Before I finished my question he had already begun: "It's
amazing. I can't find a bad apple in
the whole bunch." He went on to
say that he has never been so impressed so quickly by a group of
young people. He feels at home
here after only a few weeks.
When asked if the Jesuits have
accepted him as well as the
students have, he said that the
support the Jesuits have shown
has been extraordinary. "They
have shown me that I am welcome
by inviting me to participate in
many campus activities," he added.
I asked Fr. Bob what was the
one characteristic about Fairfield
that surprised him. Without
hesitation he replied that it is the
family spirit among the students
here. Their concern and consideration for each other was what
struck him most.
Fr. Bob has successfully
adapted to a Jesuit community so
far. His very last statement sums
up his feelings for Fairfield after a
short period of adjustment. "I look
forward to coming back when I go
away for only a day."

about the Blood Cults back then."
A silver and turquoise belt
buckle was found up there by one
student. He wore the buckle for
awhile and claimed that it brought
him extremely bad luck. He threw
it in the ocean a week later.
Some students claim to have to
found several .animals, mostly
cats, stabbed to death in the empty reservoir.
One girl said that when she was
living in Julie Hall, she heard
shrieking coming from the
hallway. After opening her door
she saw a man totally robed in
black moaning and stumbling

down the hall.
No one I know has actually seen
this Demonic Cult in action. They
may have stopped their ritual
years ago. They may have never
existed. Then again, maybe there
are still Satan Worshippers who
haunt the old reservoir. Maybe
they still dress in black and blood.
Maybe, when the moon rises, and
trees throw weird shadows onto
the ground, they come out. Maybe
on October 31, when Fairfield
students are dressing up as
ghosts, ghouls, and witches,
some real witches will be out there
too.
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29th - Friday

3rd - Wednesday

The United Way will be sponsoring their annual
"Halloween Party" in the Oak Room at 9 p.m. Admission is $4.
Bio Society Meeting in Bannow Floor Lounge at 2-5
p.m.

30th - Saturday
Carlson Festival of Arts presents.. .Virginia Gordoni, International Soprano. Admission is $5. Tickets
are available at the Special Events Office in Bellarmine, 2nd floor. 9-12 Noon, 1-4 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Fordham at 11 a.m. on Campion
Field.

31st - Sunday

Fairfield students are not the
Halloween...(See story on page 4)

only

HAPPY HALLOWEEN ...MM!
Alumni/Seniors Presidential Brunch in the
Oakroom from 1-3 p.m.
Lecture: Francis Winters S.J. "The Morality of
Nuclear Deterrence" 8 p.m. in the Oakroom.
The Fairfield University Playhouse presents "Trojan Women" 8 p.m. in the Playhouse.

ones to get stoned on
[Photo by Roseanne LaBarre]

1st - Monday

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Student Legislature Meeting in the Faculty Dining
Room 7-8:30 p.m. Save The Children Meeting in the
Faculty Meeting Room 7:30-8:30. Management Club
Meeting in Canisus 307 at 7 p.m.
Ski Club Meeting in B-41 7 p.m. Cardinal Key
Meeting in Bannow Floor Lounge 7-8 p.m.
Playhouse presents "Trojan Women" at 8 p.m.

—Campus Notes—
The Fairfield University Playhouse will be presenting Euripides "The Trojan Women" November 1-6 at 8
p.m. at the Playhouse. All seats are reserved. Admission is $5. For more information and reservations call
255-5411 ext. 2204.

•

Are you interested in study abroad?? If so, you
should see one of the Foreign Study Advisors: Prof.
Katz (FOB 303), Prof. Kolakowski (Can 224), and Prof.
Walters (Can. 222).

•

Special Events is sponsoring Classical Guitarist
Edwardo Fernandez, who will be performing on Campus November 5. Tickets are available at the info
booth in the Campus Center.

Lecture: Prof. Traugott Lawler Yale University,
"Chaucer and his World."
PLAYHOUSE presents "Trojan Women" at 8 P.M.

28th - Thursday

2nd - Tuesday

Lecture and Discussion on "Promotion and Sales
of Fine Art" by Beth Karson Westreich in Canisius
hall Room 18 at 3:30.
Open Mike I in the Stag Her Inn at 8:30 p.m... .Sign
up and show your stuff.
MOVIE: "Night of the Living Dead" 7:30 and 9:30.
Admission is a dollar for this classical horror film.
Regis Dorm is sponsoring "MONSTERGRAMS" on
sale in the Campus Center during Lunch and Dinner.
The Nursing Club will be sponsoring at Pumpkin
Sale in the Campus Center during lunch and dinner.

Organizational Meeting of "Students and Faculty
Concerned About Nuclear War" in FOB 131 at 7:30.
Nuclear Forum, Tuesday, November 2,1982 at 7:30
p.m. in FOB 131.
Bio Society Meeting in the Nursing Aud. 7-9 p.m.
Italian Club Meeting in the Faculty Meeting Room
from 7:30-8:30.
Student Alumni Association Meeting in C21, 7-8
p.m.

Southeby's Executive To Discuss
Inside View Of Art Market
A lecture and discussion on the topic of
"Promotion and Sales of Fine Art" will be given by
Beth Karson Westreich on Thursday, October 28.
In her position as Manager of Sales Promotion for
Southeby Parke Bernet, Inc., she is responsible for
developing strategies and marketing objectives
for the world's leading international auction firm
with 1982 sales in excess of $200 million dollars.
The lecture will be given at 3:30 p.m. in Canisius
Hall, Room 18, on October 18. Sponsored by the
Department of Fine Arts, the program is open to
the public free of charge. For further information,
please call 255-5411, extension 2590 or 2499.
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Tiies. Nov. 2

Happy Hour Prices
All Night
25' drafts
$1.00 drinks
50' drafts

FU STUDENTS-COME FOR LUNCH AND
HAVE A FREE DRINK. BRING YOUR I.D.!
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Editorials
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A New Cog In The Machine
Awareness of the individual, and
the awareness of the collection of
individuality that make up society is
crucial to the progression of
civilization.
An awareness that surpasses
that of the 30-second news update,
or People magazine...it is the
awareness honed by active participation and skill. Politics.
More than the relation between
men and the governing of men,
politics is the action and the reaction of men striving and attaining
goals held desirable. Politics has
long evolved from the "sophistication" of two people haggling over
the price of eggplant; it is the
deciding factor of life quality. We
cannot ignore the dynamics and the
potential of its progression.
Comprehensive intelligence is
the kinetic force that moves civilization to those ideals etched in Greek
temples and scrawled across the
Declaration's parchment.
But as the minds and ideals of
society's individuals evolve, so
must the agents of that society
change.
The agents are our Washington
congressmen. American attitude,
aptitude and philosophy have
shaped legislators to what we are
familiar...the professional politician...one processed out of law or

financial library cardboard.
But a different tide of politician
has now washed ashore on the
Capitol steps.
Independence of political
philosophy has become the
trademark of a growing number
rather than the tattoo of the
singular maverick. The local races
find incumbents Congressman
Stewart McKinney, and Senator
Lowell Weicker standing on records
not dyed in strict party war-paint.
But there is even a fresher crack
in the old politico's mold...that of
the "Scientist-Representative".
John A. Phillips, running against
McKinney in this district, and John
Glenn a hopeful in the 1984
presidential campaign, are of the
new intellect seeking Washington.
— Intellects trained in the hard
components of science rather than
Black's Law Dictionary.
The changing profile mirrors the
needs of a district and a nation
reaching plateaus higher than a Bible toting lawyer can offer, or comprehend. Theories upon which this
country are based, and will be based require concrete vehicles and
learned insight to realize the ideal.
Promises of Utopias built on golden
clouds belong in children's books
not in the Congressional Record.
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Memo Drama
To The Editor:
This is in response to a memo found in
my mailbox this morning. It was a
hypothetical memo written by the
members of FUTA. (Fairfield U.
Townhouse Association) The memo
described the death of a freshman from
Fairfield U. one that resulted from drinking at a townhouse party. It was not until
the end of the letter that FUTA had the
common decency to reveal to the reader
that it was a purely hypothetical situation. This was found to be offensive,
upsetting, and highly unnecessary to
myself, as well as many of my peers. Too
many of us have actually lost friends and
loved ones in this senseless manner, for
you to use it as a vehicle to get your very
obvious point across.
Michele Sherry '86

United Way: A Myriad Of Enthusiasm
In the midst of a chilling fall rain and the
pessimistic ghost tates of cancelling Halloween, there is an inspiring zeal for a university endeavor to raise money for the United
Way.
This year the United Way Campaign has a
goal of raising $14,000 for various good will
agencies such as The Red Cross, Boy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, and the Salvation
Army. Through a joint venture of employee
pledges under the co-chairmenship of Mr.
Jakab and Dean Schimpf, along with student participation organized by dorm
counsel chairmen Kerrie Boyhan and John
Harrigan, this year's campaign is full of
motivation and fun.
There are "Go Stag" bumper stickers to
buy, Monster messages to send, raffles for
dinners to cast a chance on, and the annual
Halloween party this Friday night in the Oak
Room to dress up for.
For the first time there is a programmed
"United Way Day" where students will have
the opportunity to participate directly with
donations on Wednesday November 3 in the
Campus Center. John Hannigan, the costudent organizer is hopeful that this day
will become a "tradition". With the atmosphere of jelly beans, balloons, big
boards posting which dorm is closer to winning the floor pizza party, and the give-away
of buttons to donators, the United Way campaign will have an appropriate culmination
of events and a hopeful acquisition of it's
goal.
Next time you are standing in the Campus Center waiting for your roommate, go to

one of the Urjited Way tables and become
an enthusiastic participant in this United
Way.
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Amending
The Facts
To The Editor:
In the "Boo's" column last week the
author suggested "filling this space with
mistakes." Unfortunately, an article by
Margurite Downing contained several
mistakes.
First, there are thirty-five members of the
Legislature, not twenty-eight, and each candidate needs fifteen petitioned signatures,
not twenty-five.
Second, students voted for their
representatives by district including all dormitories, the townhouses, the beach, and
the commuters'. In spite of the fact commuters compose about twenty-five percent
of the student body, they were neglected,
as usual. Ms. Downing failed to mention the
election of Robert Vitori and Mary Ellen
DeAngelis to the Legislature. It is no
wonder many clubs and activities omit commuting students participation when the
university's own newspaper fails to report
on this sizable section of the student body.
In the future could the MIRROR staff pay
greater attention to details? I am sure
everybody on campus would appreciate it.
Kevin Mulligan
Student Legislator
[editor's note:] First, at no point in my article did I state that there are, in fact, twentyeight members of the Legislature. I simply
stated that twenty-eight members had been
elected. This information was based on the
official results of the election posted in the
basement of the Campus Center at the time
the article was written. I believed this information to be complete and accurate.
The information cited regarding the
number of petitioned signatures required to
run was gathered from a legislature candidate. On this point I should apologize for
not questioning the validity of the information provided by this candidate. I assumed
that the person's status as a candidate
made the answer reliable.
To Robert Vitori and Mary Ellen
DeAngelis: Congratulations on their success. My failure to print their names was not
intended to undermine the importance of
the commuter population. I merely reported
on all the information made available to me
following election day.
I appreciate your concern for the facts
and thank you for expressing itMarguerite Downing

— LETTERS—
Abortion Contn!
To The Editor:
I am writing in response to Lucia M. Mer]
curio's rather caustic Mirror letter entitled
"9-Month Hardship."
Firstly, I do agree that no man can fully,
understand the discomfort which a woman!
must endure throughout her pregnan-|
cy—the carrying of another human being,
can not see, however, how Ms. Mercuric
could begin to question a man's ability tc
understand, if only in part, the "hardship"!
which the woman is experiencing both men-)
tally and physically. Women, pregnant on
not, are not the only sensitive beings in ex-l
istence. Men are also capable of feeling|
emotional and physical pain. It would take
an equal amount of insensitivity, therefore,!
to say that a man is not capable of being af-[
fected when he sees the woman carrying!
their child in any type of pain. How could he
be insensitive when, as is seen in any basic!
Biology test, it was through the equal
chromosomal contribution of both members
of this partnership that this child was conn
ceived. I am not saying that the man's sen-|
sitivity is only extended in behalf of the
child's well-being. This sensitivity towards!
the woman, with child or without, is al
natural by-product of any relationship!
where there exists even a minimal amount!
of the other-than-the-physical. Therefore!
how can any one claim that the choice of!
whether their child should live or be|
usurped its right to live is the choice solelyj
of the woman?
The next issue with which we must deall
concerns, as I have alluded, the "choice" of!
the child. We discuss whose right it is tol
"snip the cord," while we tend to forget tol
whom that cord is attached. Doesn't that!
child have a right to be born at all? Or, for!
those who question when life begins,[
doesn't that potential human being have al
right to his/her own destiny? "Big deal,"!
one may say, "that rapidly dividing bunch ofl
cells won't know the difference." For those!
who say this, I ask you to ponder a simple!
thought. Suppose that the mother of some-|

tt

9-Month HARDSHIP]

To The Editor:
Please let me reply to Lucia Mercurio's
letter, "9-Month HARDSHIP" (10/21/82)|
Throughout the entire letter she makes
statements which are at best, peripheral,!
and at worst, irrelevant. The first argument!
implies that since I am not a woman, I can-[
not possibly comprehend the issue of abor-|
tion. I assume she means that since I'l
never be pregnant, I cannot comprehend thel
issue. I disagree. The only issue here Is the!
murder of millions of innocent children!
One does not need to get pregnant to com-l
prehend the horrible magnitude of this|
number.
Miss Mercurio then accuses me ofl
"brushing off" the example of the pregnant I
16-year old by suggesting adoption. This is!
a distortion of the facts. I am not "brushingl
off" anything. I never said that adoption!
would solve all the problems, nor do I deny!
that there is a tremendous amount of suffer-l
ing involved in teenage pregnancy. I merely!
contend that this suffering should not be|
avoided at the cost of a human life. To think!

Women,
To The Editor:
Thank you very much for your articleI
on the new volleyball club V'New Club|
Makes Debut", 10/21/82). The recognition is greatly appreciated, and I feelj
almost churlish writing to correct what|
is, in fact, a fundamental error of the en-
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Sociobiology: A Biological Explanation Of Behavior
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wersy Continues
one of great worth in your life—even to the
point where he/she fills the proverbial
"void" —had conveniently or "necessarily"
opted for abortion...? (Or, for that matter,
think of the world without people such as
Mother Teresa all because of a mother's
"necessary" decision.) But, as Ms. Mercurio
so sensitively questioned, "Isn't it an injustice to a mother who is in no way capable
of taking care of an infant to be forced to
take this responsibility?"
This brings me to my third and final point:
RESPONSIBILITY. Instead of focusing on
the lack of tools necessary to be a responsible mother as an excuse for murder, why
don't we focus on the lack of responsibility
which went into the creation of an unwanted human life? Why didn't all the questions which Ms. Mercurio posed in her letter
go through the mother's mind when the
wine and her "boyfriend" were caressing
her hormones? Now let's talk about responsibility!!! (This responsibility pertains, of
course, to both members of a partnership.)
Sure it's human and natural to have certain
feelings. As human, however, we also have
been graced with intelligence and a will
which enables us to think through and control our actions and, therefore, their consequences. If one did let these thoughts run
through one's mind, one might not be placed in the situation where one finds one's
girlfriend pregnant at 16. "What the heck?"
"Everybody does those things today."
That's what they keep saying anyway as
more and more make the convenient choice
of abortion. Let's think of responsibility in
the sense where both parents should make
an Intelligent commitment. This, commitment should be firstly to each other and,
secondly to their child. It is the responsibility of both parents to give their child the
natural right of life which is his/her due.
And, it is the responsibility of both parents
to raise the child which is hopefully the consequence of a mutually intelligent, responsible and loving action.
Paul Shaker '83

" Not A "BRUSH-OFF"
otherwise is an attitude which is selfish and
Immoral in the extreme.
Miss Mercurio's response to my question
about "the greater injustice" is not an
answer, and given the alternative of adoption, does not even make sense. Nobody is
being forced to take care of their infant.
Adoption agencies all over the country have
huge waiting lists full of capable couples
very eager to raise these children in happy,
healthy environments.
The suggestion that I cannot hypothesize
what I would do if I found my girlfriend pregnant does not merit serious consideration. I
have never met Miss Mercurio, and she has
no way of knowing that I haven't, in fact,
found myself in such a situation.
Finally, Miss Mercurio states that a
woman should be given the choice of abortion, and that no person should be allowed
to make that choice for her. No, Miss Mercurio. We're dealing with murder here. Abortion simply isn't a justifiable option. This is
not a matter of choice.
Kevin J. Walsh '84

\Not Girls
tire piece, viz. the unfortunate
references to the players as "girls."
Women play volleyball at Fairfield, as
they play tennis, field hockey, etc.
Vincent J. Rosivach
Moderator,
Women's Volleyball Club

by Oave Webber
Sociobiology is a new scientific
discipline which combines the
theories of ecology, ethology, and
evolution to explain all behavior
on a biological basis. Formally introduced by E.O. Wilson of Harvard University in 1975, sociobiology also attempts to explain
all human behavior as a result of
our genetic evolution over the past
several million years. In sum,
sociobiologists believe that all
human social activity has evolved
by the process of natural selection
and is coded in our genes.
At the heart of sociobiolbgical
theory is the "selfish genes" concept, which proposes that all
genes try to propagate themselves
by using organisms. All life forms
are "vehicles" by which genes
travel and every activity of an
organism is directed toward the
care of its genes. If an organism

fails to reproduce, the genetic
material is lost; therefore, genes
attempt to make each carrier 'better" and more able to adapt to environmental threats. The best carriers will reproduce new models
which carry the genes toward the
goal of perpetual life. In effect, all
life forms are like battleships in
the competition among genes.
The "selfish genes" concept
can be applied to all types of
human social behavior. Even altruistic behavior is inherently a
"selfish" reaction of our genetic
payload. For instance, if you act to
save someone from starving and
enough other persons do the
same, then its more likely that
someone will save you if you cannot provide food for yourself. This
type of activity is called
"reciprocal altruism" or, in
simpler terms, "do unto others as
you would have them do unto
you." Every species behaves in
line with this concept.

. "Kin selection" refers to the
desire among life forms to selectively protect offspring. Since
there are copies of your genes in
your children, helping them to survive and reproduce perpetuates
some of your own genes. If you
choose not to reproduce your own
genes, then you feel more responsibility for the well-being of
relatives who carry some of your
genes. Along the same line, group
cohesiveness is due to the selection of carriers who will more probably enhance the chances for the
survival of your genes, while conflict is a manifestation of the protection you serve them.
Since sociobiology proposes
that all human behavior is inherently selfish, it is not surprising that the new discipline has
many critics. Some scholars call
sociobiology "genetic capitalism"
because it defends present institutional structures and disregards culture as a medium of

human social activity. Others call
sociobiology an expression of
philosophical tenets discarded
long ago, while still others see it
as disregarding human freedom —
if all of our action is natural and inevitable, are any of us free? Can all
behavior be reduced to a
biological level?
Whatever the case, sociobiology will continue to grow as a
scientific discipline. With roots in
Western philosophy and science,
sociobiology offers modern men
and women an intriguing perspective of life which fits developments
in genetic research and political relations. Perhaps, as one sociogiologist believes, our children will
study economics, law, political
science, history, sociology, and
psychology as part of a discipline—sociobiology. For now, you
might want to read Sociobiology:
The New Synthesis, or On Human
Nature, both by Professor Wilson
of Harvard.

Psychology and Crime Prevention
By Bill Tierney
Last October 4th, I had the
pleasure of attending the lecture
given by the famous trial lawyer F.
Lee Bailey. During his speech, he
outlined his theory of crime along
with a proposal for its prevention.
His opinions stemmed from the
old saying "money is the root of
all evil". His solution then, involved making large amounts of
money hard to get and hard to
keep. With money that difficult to
obtain, he indicated, no one would
bother to commit a crime.
I thought this was a rather, interesting idea. And I agree that
eliminating the incentive would
necessarily reduce crime. But I
can't agree that money and money
alone is the necessary and sufficient condition for law breaking to
occur. Many crimes, such as
trespassing, rape, murder, disturbing the peace, improper conduct,
etc. really don't involve money.
Bailey's idea may work better for
some large scale crime, such as

his example of the smuggling industry. But it would not be too effective for those crimes that I
mentioned. And in a way, aren't
these the ones that concern us
most directly and that most quickly
make our lives worse?
It seems that as long as crime
has existed there were laws, and
these laws always dealt with crime
in the same very basic way:
punishment. As far as I can tell,
punishment is supposed to serve
two purposes. First, punishment
provides the law breaker with his
just reward, and thus justice is
done. Second, it keeps people
from transgressing by enforcing
sanctions contingent upon the actual carrying out of the crime. But
how well does it really serve its second intended purpose? Bailey
himself pointed out that although
politicians have promised up and
down that they would take all
kinds of measures to prevent
crime, none of them have succeeded. Despite everything that
has been tried, crime is still alive
and well. What I am getting at is

this: Except for extremely harsh
cases, punishment contingent on
breaking the law is ineffective in
preventing crime.
The problem can be seen as one
involving a mistaken assumption
of human nature. It may be said
that rather than for avoiding
punishment, or bad things, man
operates in terms of seeking
rewards, or good things. If you accept this assumption (and it
seems to be at least a fairly
reasonable one), you will be in a
good position to understand the
persistence of crime. It could be
that we are going about preserving
law and order the entirely wrong
way.
Experiments with both laboratory animals and people seem to
indicate that punishment is effective only if it is a) immediate and b)
highly likely to occur. In the case
of the typical crook, there is a considerable chance that he or she
will not get caught (thus punishment is not highly likely). And even
if they are caught, it is quite a
while before the punishment is

finally meted out.
My proposal for dealing with
criminals then, is to reward potential criminals for "staying clean".
Once it is decided who are most
likely to break the law (and I'm
sure that in most communities
this will turn out to be a very small
number of people), they would be
quickly and consistently rewarded
for staying out of trouble. Once
they commit even the slightest
crime, however, traditional
measures would be taken. One
suggestion for a reward would be
a check from the govenment. The
extra expense of rewarding these
people may seem miniscule when
compared against the cost of
keeping them in prison and all the
red tape involved in incarcerating
them.
Of course, I know many people
will disapprove of my suggestion.
However it does seem that
something different ought to be
tried. We shouldn't like back and
lament that crime is simply a
natural part of life—I don't think it
is.

McGovern In 1984: Alternatives
by Richard Marano
As the 1982 elections come to
an end, we will once again begin
the process of selecting our next
President. With Reagan's misguided economic program causing
record unemployment, the American people must look to the
Democrats for an alternative
policy.
The Democrat that will arise out
of the crowd of candidates to
secure the nomination is anyone's
guess. According to Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr., the Democratic
Party needs a leader with an instinct for remedies and both a
conviction about a new course of
direction, and a capacity to convey
that vision to the American people.
The field of Democrats is
already becoming crowded. Sen.
Kennedy appears to be a frontrunner, but can he capture the
confidence of the American people to secure victory? Will Jimmy
Carter prove to be too much of a

liability for Walter Mondale? What
of the others — Cranston, Glenn,
Biden, et. al.? In recent memory,
there has been one nominee of a
major party who had an instinct
for remedies, a conviction about
the direction in which this nation
must move, and presented such a
platform to the American people.
That man was rejected by 47
million voters, due in most part to
a complete distortion of his
capabilities and convictions by
the American news media.
It is ironic that George
McGovern, perhaps one of the
most misinterpreted and misunderstood men ever to seek the
presidency, was also one of the
most articulate and most intelligent. But in 1972, the media
chose to distort a man which it
perhaps did not understand. He
was branded an extremist, although his Vietnam predictions
later became reality; an off-thewall dove, although his war record
is one which merits distinction;

and unelectable, although he consistently won elections in
Republican South Dakota and won
an impossible nomination, defying
all odds, in 1972. When one thinks
of George McGovern, a vision of a
Midwestern Senator usually
comes to mind. But few realize the
role he played in the Kennedy Administration where he served as
Special Assistant to the President
and Director of Food for Peace.
McGovern's courage to take on
a popular president was
refreshing and something seldom
seen in politics—he chose to run
a campaign based on issues rather
than on rhetoric. Perhaps he was
guilty of choosing conviction over
victory. History has shown that his
campaign was one which articulated common sense ideas, not extremist nonsense.
And after losing his Senate seat
in 1980, George McGovern didn't
run from battle by going to work
on Wall Street. Instead, he chose
to stay and fight the radical New

Right and Reaganomics by founding "Americans for Common
Sense." Most of the Democrats today reject Reaganomics, but few
offer positive alternatives.
Whether or not George
McGovern is available or receptive
to seeking the presidency again, is
only conjecture. But this law student yearns for McGovern's
honest style where politics as
usual is never the norm. As I am
sure that most party regulars will
not flock en masse to support a
McGovern candidacy in 1984,
McGovern will have to rely on Middle America to demand that level
of integrity which he embodies.
We know that the times are
demanding, causing record
unemployment. I believe that it is
time for America to put a principled man in the Whtie House instead of settling for a charismatic
one who can woo a crowd. Isn't it
about time that we elect a president on substance rather than on
theatrics?

Writing Concentration? Writing Center?
The MIRROR staff last week
mistakenly applied the title
"Writing Center" to an editorial
about the English Department by
Dr. Mariann Regan. In fact, The
Writing Center and the English
Department are two separate entities.
The Writing Concentration
was mentioned in the editorial,
and consequently the MIRROR
staff may have momentarily confused the Writing Center with

the Writing Concentration. The
Writing Concentration and the
Literature Concentration are the
two types of English major offered by the English Department.
By contrast, the Writing
Center is not connected with the
English major, nor is it part of
the English Department. The
Writing Center, operating
through the College of Arts and
Sciences, is a free consulting

service for all Fairfield University
students, whatever their class or
major. The consultants in the
Writing Center are available to
any student who is working on a
writing task: for example, a job
application, an article, an
editorial, or a paper for a course
in any department or school of
the university. The consultants
can advise students at any stage
of the writing process, from
generating ideas through editing

or proofreading.
Students who wish to use the
Writing Center may call ext. 2810
(Monday-Friday, 8:30-4:30) for an
appointment, or stop by Room
111, Faculty Office Building, during these hours:
Mon
eve.
Tues.
eve.

11:30-3:30Wed.
7-00-8:30
10-30-1:30Thurs.
200-4:30
7 00-8 30Fn

W '3-1:30
2:30-3:30
10:30-4:30
11:45-2 30
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Jackson's Best Concert Yet
by Lucia M. Mercurio
Arts and Entertainment Editor
I have been to four Joe Jackson
concerts, counting the one last
Friday. Everytime I go I tell myself,
"This is the best one yet."
But, the SEC sponsored concert
on October 22, was definitely the
best Joe Jackson concert I've ever
seen.
As the gym began to fill, the
energy in the gym began to mount.
By the time the concert began a little after 8:00, students filled every
possible seat in exciting anticipation of what proved to be an outstanding concert, probably the
most well-received SEC concert I
know of since I've been at Fairfield.
Joe Jackson exploded onto the
stage with an old favorite;
"Radio." From that point, students
(including myself) did not sit down
as he pounded out his well known
tunes both old and new.
One of the most distinguishable
aspects of the performance was
the manner in which his older,
better-known music was done.
He introduced "Sunday Papers"
by saying, "This is an old one, but
we changed it around a little."
This was an understatement.
Not until he broke out into the

lyrics did I recognize the song (and
I have to admit I've probably heard
it one hundred times.) Jackson
played the xylophone and keyboards on this one, and it just proved to me the versitality and talent
of this artist.
Jackson described "Is She Really Going Out With Him?" as "a
rare treat." He said, "It's sort of a
risk, but we'll give it a go." What
followed was the most outstanding arrangements I've heard of
any song. The whole band pulled
together to give a remarkable a
capella rendition of the popular
tune.
After that, I knew nothing he
could possibly^do would change
my mind aboutthe concert.
Even his somewhat obnoxious
comments to the audience didn't
bother me as they usually do.
"Real Men" was "dedicated to
the football team." Before breaking into what I think is the best
song off Night and Day he commented, "They're probably all
gay."
His biggest complaint was the
acoustics of the gym. He was not
the least bit shy of stating his opinion. "It's a crime putting music in
a place like this." When he in-

troduced "Target," 'It's gonna
sound like a mess in this...
place."
I was sitting in the front so the
sound was fine for me, but I can
imagine how the people in the
back bleachers were hearing the
concert.
I don't have one complaint
about the entire night. He expertly
arranged the songs mixing new
with old, rock with Latin music,
and slow songs with fast. He enjoyed controlling the audience
(which he did perfectly) telling us
when we could scream, and when
he wanted silence, and left the
stage with a sincere comment, "I
apologize for the show not being
better and longer than it was." He
explained that this was due to the
flu that caused him to cancel two
concerts previous to this one.
He did manage to come back
onto stage for one encore. In reply
to screams from the audience he
and his band played "I'm The
Man."
I could have listened to him sing
for another two hours, but I wasn't
the least bit disappointed with
anything he did or did not do.
There are still musicians out
there who enjoy what they're doing. Joe Jackson is one of them.
They do it because that's what
they love to do, and that is the
greatest reason for doing
anything.

Joe Jackson performed a spectacular concert in front of a sold out
gym on Friday night.
[Photo by John Pastorelle]

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Paris Is For Lovers
by Donna J. Schaefer
Staff Writer

The Harvest Dance had couples up and dancing all night.
[Photo by Kathy Zacznski]

With vibrant energy and force,
The Eccentrix rocked (and rolled)
the Oak Room to the cheers of
over four hundred students on
Saturday night. With their combination of new wave and rock
songs, they filled the dance floor
with smiling, singing faces and
dancing feet. A collage of French

pastel portraits and cafe tables
filled with lively, students was the
picture for Harvest dance this
weekend.
Upstairs in the dining room, the
scene wasn't much different, except upstairs dancers boogied to
the fifties sound of The Trend. Adding to the enjoyment was the
feeling of involvement that the
leader of The Trend gave out. Talking to the students and getting
them active on the dance floor, as
well as even teaching them a rockfifties dance, Frankie V. made
everyone feel right at home.

"The candlelit tables...
lent an air of enchantment to the dance."

' a2
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Hands up in the air and feet moving, students boogied to the sounds of The Trend-and The Eccentrix.
[Photo by Kathy Zaczynsk

And everyone did feel at home.
The dress ranged from a casual
pant outfit to an elegant evening

gown for the girls and from nice
trousers and a tie to tuxedos for
the guys.
A sold out Campus Center plus
a few last minute, uninvited dropins partied to the unbeatable
sounds of The Trend and The Eccentrix until one-o'clock when the
dance concluded.
One slight disappointment was
the fact tha the bands played very
few slow songs. Trying rather to
appeal to the fast-beat twinkletoed crowd, both bands neglected
to include the slow romantic melodies which are so essential to
semi-formal couples dances. Thus
"An American In Paris" lost a
slight touch of romanticism.
But Paris is still for lovers.
Romanticism was not entirely
missing from the dance. The candlelit tables with red and white
flowers and girls with long stemmed roses or orchids on their wrists,
lent an air of enchantment to the
dance. By 1 a.m., you could see
couples leaving the dance, hand in
hand. Whether close friends, or
romantically involved, you can't
beat getting together with a group
of friends and partying.

"Nebraska": An Acoustic and Lyric Masterpiece
by Thomas Sladek
Staff Writer
I'll be honest with you. I've been
feeling rather lethargic and melancholy lately; just basically
depressed. This may sound
ridiculous, but I think my problem
is NEBRASKA, the most recent
album from Bruce Springsteen.
Recorded by Springsteen in his
New Jersey home on a four track
cassette deck (let's hear it for
ho.ne taping!), the album features
Bruce's folk-influenced vocals,
guitar and harmonica playing.
NEBRASKA doesn't have the instrumental spark of THE WILD,
THE INNOCENT, AND THE E
STREET SHUFFLE or BORN TO

RUN, but what it lacks musically is
made up for in lyric content.
The familiar images of cars,
women, and hard working-class
life are present in NEBRASKA, but
what makes the songs different
from the usual Springsteen fare is
the clarity of these images. Also,
by either accident or design,
NEBRASKA recalls early Bob
Dylan and his bailadeer's view of
America.
The album opens as violently as
THE RIVER closed. In the frightening title track. Springsteen sings
the story of mass murderer Charlie
Starkweather. And the second
song, "Atlantic City" chronicles a
gangland killing. But neither of
these songs glorify death; indeed,

the stark performance on both of
these songs convey the message
of what a waste these deaths
were.

Vinyl
irnain
"Johnny 99" tells the tale of
Ralph, who just lost his job at the
Ford auto plant and in a drunken
rage, shoots a night clerk. Ralph is
sentenced to ninety-nine years in
prison and at his sentencing, he
says: "Now judge I got debts no

honest man could pay/the bank
was holdin' my mortgage and they
was takin' my house away/Now I
ain't sayin' that makes me an innocent man/but it was more 'n all
this that put that gun in my hand."
NEBRASKA isn't totally filled
with doleful laments. In fact, Reason to Believe, is as powerful as
anything Springsteen has ever
done. Bruce sings the song in a
voice reminiscent of Hank Williams, and the image of the river
returns. "Congregation gathers
down by the riverside/Preacher
stands with his bible, groom
stands
waitin'
for
his
bride/Congregation gone and the
sun sets behind a weepin' willow

tree/Groom stands alone and watches the river rush on so effortlessly/Wonderin' where can his
baby be/still, at the end of every
hard earned day people find some
reason to believe."
Although the present record
company recession is causing artists to turn out a radio-palatable
product, Springsteen is defying
the odds with this record. NEBRASKA, along with Marshall Crenshaw's debut, Elvis Costello's IMPERIAL BEDROOM, and Richard
and Linda Thompson's SHOOT
OUT THE LIGHTS, is one of the
few albums released this year that
we'll still be listening to ten years
from now. God bless Bruce Springsteen.
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halloween 111: Season of the Witch
by Alan Ferretti
Staff Writer

Halloween III is here and once
again attempts to scare us out of
our minds. The book by Jack Martin is not overly descriptive and it
contains relatively very few
grotesque parts.
Three quarters of the story is a
dream which the main character
Dr. Daniel Challis has after coming
in contact with a distraught man
who was brought to the hospital
after collapsing on the pavement
outside a gas station. The uncertainly as to what was troubling
the man was what had apparently
brought on Dr. Challis dream. The
only clues to the mystery were a
crushed Halloween mask that the
man held in his fist and the words
which he shouted after hearing a
commercial for Halloween masks
coming from the TV in the
lounge," They're going to kill us!
All of us!"
The commercials were on television sets here and everywhere,
every few minutes, Irritating and
annoying to anyone who heard
them, pressing the fact that Halloween was coming and that everyone should buy a Silver Shamrock
mask.
Challis was totally in the black
about what had happened to the
man, now identified as Mr. Grimbridge, but his mind desired to
find out what had really happened.
"The dream began."
Challis
was awakened by a deafening
siren and could not get back to
sleep. He left the room and found
the wailing to be coming from
nurse Agnes's mouth, the distraught man was dead, murdered,
blood everywhere. It was as if
someone had put their fingers
throught his eyes and under his
nose. The only person seen was a
man in a grey suit who walked to
the parking lot very casually and
blew his car and himself up.

The Book

Soon Grimbridge's daughter
was on the scene wanting to know
what happened and why. Not until
after her father was buried did she
turn to Challis for help.
They went to the store her
father had owned to begin their
search for answers. Here they
found a second clue in her father's
appointment book, "October, 20,
pick up more masks."
As in any dream something that
is irritating or scaring someone
will often come out in a dream and
in Halloween III this fact is not
altered. Challis is haunted by the
unknown so in order to answer all
the questions confronting him,
Challis turns to something in his
life that was also disturbing him,
those commercials.
Santa Mira was where the
masks were made and something
had gone wrong down there when
Ellie's father went to pick up those
masks. She wanted to know, so
she and Challis decided to head
for Santa Mira and have their ques-

[Photo by Kevin KumkeJ

Wads worth

A Rare Opportunity
by Jane Confessore
Staff Writer
You may never have the chance
again to see the art included in the
recently opened exhibit now at the
Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford,
Connecticut. The sixty-six paintings in this exhibition illustrate important aspects of 20th century art
while at the same time they
reflects the particular tastes and
interests of a single collector.
In this personal collection apparently no attempt has been
made to cover any single artist or
movement, and the exhibition
relects this. Entitled 20th Century
Masters: The Thyssen-Bornemisza
Collection, the exhibition began
its tour at the National Gallery in
Washington, D.C., and will visit
five U.S. cities. Its only appearance in New England will be
at the Wadsworth Atheneum.
The Baron's collection spans a
seventy-year period and includes
various approaches to art by fiftyfive different artists. The show includes Surrealist, Expressionist,
works of abstract nature, and still
lifes based on single themes. He
includes not only such masters of
European modernism as Pablo
Picasso, Wassily Kandinsky*-and
Salvador Dali, but important
American painters such as Stuart
Davis, Georgia O'Keefe and of
course, Edward Hopper.
Among the most notable paintings in the collection are two well
known compositions by American
artist Edward Hopper. The first,
done in 1921 is entitled "Girl at a
Sewing Machine". No other American artist was more a master of
painted light in and out of doors
than Edward Hopper, and the element of shading is the most outstanding characteristic about this
painting. Although the subject
matter seems to lack action, there
is quiet drama exuded from the
tedium of the situation. Also in the
show is Edward Hopper's "Hotel
Room," 1931. This painting ,is pne

of his larger canvases as well as
the first, and perhaps the best, in a
sequence of paintings of hotel interiors. Again the element of light
plays a very important part in the
painting. The angular juxtapositions in the furniture and construction of the room all portray a
sense of severity. The viewer asks
"Who is this woman?" and "What
is in the letter she so passively
reads?" The placement of her hat
on the bureau by the artist is not
carelessly done. The years between this painting and the
previous painting is clearly illustrated by the difference in their
under-garments, but the similarity
between the two women is their
obvious psychological moods.
Two works by Pablo Picasso
(1881-1973), combine the familiar
and the delightfully new. The
familiar is a small cubist "Nude
(continued on page 12)

tions answered, however when
they were answered it was too
late, they would have to struggle
to get the truth out to the world.
On the way down, Challis had a
dream within his dream which was
the foreshadowing of what was to
come very soon, the slaughter of
children.
Early in the book it was mentioned that the Bluestone at
Stonehenge had been stolen and
no clues as to its disappearance
were known. When Challis heard
this he had said to himself, "Who
cares? That's thousands of miles
away", however this missing
stone would appear in his dream
because it could have something
to do with what was going on in
Santa Mira. In Santa Mira was the
mask factory where the end would
begin. It was from this factory that
billions of masks were produced,
all with a little microcircuitry<;hip
clipped on.

Like her father, Ellie and Challis
were abducted by men in grey
suits, all robots created by the
owner of the company Mr. Cochran, for being too curious and too
nosey. It had turned out that the
chips placed on all the masks
were ail part of the Bluestone
from Stonehenge, which has
special powers to destroy. I won't
reveal what happens in the end as
a result of those chips being on
every mask, which are on every kid
in America, but I will say that it
seems unreal because as Mr.
Cochran said of his plan, it's
"witchcraft". Like in any story, the
villian is always defeated by his
own drives and/or inventions and
it is the same in this story, Mr.
Cochran is defeated by his own
witchcraft.
The story does not end there,
Challis escapes with Ellie as the
factory is blowing up. He soon
finds out that it is not Ellie who he
has rescued, but a robot made by
Cochran in her image who tries to
kill him the same way her father
was killed. Finally free from her
clutch, covered wit/i blood and
dirt, he staggers into a gas station
to call the three major networks on
which the commercial for Silver
Shamrock masks will appear to
destroy all through those chips on
those masks. He calls, gets
through to two networks, each interrupt the commercial, but ABC
shows the commercial and it is all
over. When the commercial appears on ABC, Challis struggles to
the phone to call his ex-wife and
tell her not to let their two children
watch. No one listens and all his
fighting and struggling in over.
There is no one left, just
blackness.
Halloween Ill's ending is better
than most books today, it gives a
very detailed description of the
end. This is probably because it is
the end. There is no more. "The
Last Halloween." The book is very
clear and the meaning shines
through, we're not left hanging on
a string, we're told "This is the
night no one comes home" and
believe me no one does.

Conal Cochran (Dan O'Hertihy) of Halloween III
[Photo courtesy of Universal Studios]

The Movie
by Greg Schultz
Staff Writer
"Halloween III" is the all too
distant cousin of the previous two
"Halloween" films. It is a complete departure from the original
plots.
The first word in the title is as
much as "Halloween III" has in
common with its predecessors.
There is a completely new script,
new director, and new cast. Unfortunately, in making this departure
from the originals, the makers of
"Halloween III" lost the suspense,
and the terror of "Halloween I &
II." The audience is left with a
mismash of science fiction and
special effect murders with very
little plot to hold it together.
The plot is terribly disjointed.
Centrally, the story deals with
Conal Cochran, a diabolical mask

Ikx Office
maker played by (or more accurately overplayed by) Dan
O'Herlihy. Cochran threatens to
destroy the children of the world.
Cochran has harnessed the extraordinary power of the ancient
sacrificial circle, Stonehenge, by
actually stealing one of the giant
stones and placing it in his computer controlled mask factory. By
applying dust from the stone to a
computer chip, which can be activated directly from the factory,
and fastening one to each mask,
Cochran plans to destroy the
brains of innocent children during
a commercial broadcast on Halloween. This entire scheme is not
frightening, it is fruitless and sick.

Tom Atkins as Dr. Challis and
the beautiful Stacy Nelkin as Ellie
Grimbridge, star as a couple
determined
to
undermine
Cochran's plan. In the final scene
Dr. Chailis is left alone after the
death of Ellie, his female companion. He must somehow prevent
the destruction of the children, including his own son and daughter.
Minutes before the fateful commercial is to be broadcast, Dr.
Challis telephones the three networks, two of which immediately
block the commercial. The film
closes with children sitting in
front of the television awaiting the
commercial while Dr. Challis frantically pleads with the third network. The success or failure of
this effort is left unknown, of
course.
If you enjoy watching a string of
bizarre murders enhanced by
some elementary special effects,
this movie is for you. One woman
even gets killed by having a hole
drilled in her skull with a power
drill. Another man is killed in his
hospital bed by a maniac who
crashes his eyes into his brain
cavity and then yanks the bone at
the bridge of his nose right out of
his face.
This film's only redeeming quality is John Carpenter's soundtrack. It creates the only excitement and tension in the film. I
would agree that it was about time
to abandon the plot laid out in this
movie's two earlier predessors, it
had been played out for all it was
worth. But this computer aged
witchcraft at the expense of
children was certainly the wrong
turn to take.
Halloween III is conveniently
showing at the Community
theater in town, but don't waste
the time or the money on this one.
Stay home and watch "The Love
Boat," it is far more exciting.

Alexander the Great at the Met
by Richard K. Mealey
Staff Writer

[Photo by Vinny DeAngelis]
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Alexander the Great of Macedon was the first man to build an
empire of the known world.
Since then, leaders such as Julius Caesar, Charlemagne and
Napoleon Bonaparte have followed his example and attempted to build empires of their own.
It is not without reason that he is
referred to as "The Great."
Now the Metropolitan Museum of Art has brought the early
Hellenistic art of Alexander's era
under its wing, in a.i exhibition
entitled "The Search For Alexander," which will be on exhibit
from October 27 to January 3.

The majority of the 180 artworks—sculpture, jewelery and
metalwork—have been lent to
the travelling exhibit by Greek
museums, and were excavated
at a tomb in Vergina, Northern
Greece, believed to be that of
Alexander's father, Phillip II, the
conqueror of the Greeks.
Among the more spectacular
objets d'art on display are a pebble mosaic floor from the sear of
Macedonian government, Pella;
a golden chest decorated with
the Macedonian dynasty, a star;
a gold wreath of oak leaves and
acorns; and a bronze urn, or
krater, used for mixing wine and
water.

Directly after the tour of artworks, there follows a section
dealing directly with Alexander
and the legend that grew around
him. Miniatures from Indian and
Iranian manuscripts are center
stage here, along with European
prints and drawings. In conjunction with the exhibit, WNET-TV
(Channel 13) will rebroadcast
"The Search For Alexander the
Great" on four consecutive
Wednesdays beginning 27 October.
If you can catch the exhibit
while it is on loan at the Met, do
it, because after this it goes up
to the Royal Ontario Museum in
Toronto (starting March 5).
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Halloween Dance Helps United Way
by Eileen M. O'Conneli
Staff Writer
Looking to get into the mood
before Mischief Night and Halloween? Check out the Special
Events Committee's Oakroom on
Friday, October 29. From 9:00
pm. to 1:00 am., you can rock to
the sounds of Channel One's
renditions of the Clash, The
Police, The Rolling Stones, and
other 70's-80's sounds. Or, you
might want to have a psychic or
tarot card reader predict your
future.
To add a touch of suspense to
the evening. Psycho and Halloween II will be showing in the
mezzanine Beer, cider, and

doughnuts will be sold—once
again making use of the bracelet
system to identify those over
nineteen. Be sure to come in
costume; prizes will be awarded
to the best. Besides all the fun
you'll be having, you'll be helping a good cause.
The whole evening will serve
to kick off a fund raising drive to
benefit The United Way. Dorms
on campus have already started
individual projects such as collecting empty bottles for deposit, and making canisters
available for straight donations.
The drive will run until the week
of November first, when the Special Events Committee of FUSA
will proclaim a United Way Day.

This is the day when canisters
placed ail over campus will collect all remaining donations.
Since September, co-coordinators Kerrie Boyhan and John
Hannigan have been preparing
the annual drive. Based on past
performances, they predict a
very successful drive. "We made
a lot of money last year," states
Ms. Boyhan, "This year we'd like
to do even better." The coordinators credit the Student
Entertainment Committee with
helping provide the band, and
The Knights of Columbus for
refreshments. Tickets go on sale
Monday, October 25, at $4.00
each. Only 800 will be sold, so be
sure and get yours!

'Hillside, Seaside'
by Jane Confessore
Staff Writer
An interesting collection of the
objects and records left behind by
the people who have lived within
Fairfield's bounds during the last
400 years is on display in the exhibit entitled "Hillside and Seaside; Four Centuries of Fairfield
Life" now at the Fairfield
Historical Society on the Old Post
Road, Fairfield.
The exhibition is a collection of
over one hundred items, resulting
in a large variety of pieces from
different periods representing the
diverse tastes and social positions of the first settlers of Fairfield County. The basic purpose of

the exhibit is to help the patrons
to achieve a better understanding
of the origins of Fairfield and the
people who helped shape its
history.
Included in the show are examples of 18th, 19th and early 20th
century furniture, paintings and
items described as being in the
decorative arts category, that is
such things that might be considered luxury items because of their
added embellishment.
One of the more outstanding
pieces of the exhibit was a large
cupboard made of pine and chestnut wood. The partially restored
wardrobe is dated around
1720-1750. The piece was custom
made for the chamber-parlor of a
house with wall panelling that
matched the design on the front of
the cupboard. Based on a traditional William and Mary design, at
first glance the two doors look like
they could be on the front of one's
house; there is very thick moldings and a large base with average
sized hardware. A very beautiful,
timeless piece that anyone would
be proud to display in their home.
Some of the more unusual
items include 18th century dueling
pistols and a pair of spurs fashioned out of brass and leather. Of particular interest, were the examples
of colonial High Boys, which is another name given to a high chest
of drawers. These pieces were
made in the Queen Anne style and
date from the 18th and 19th centuries.
The display opened in September and is expected to run
through at least February. Guided
tours are available, and a donation
of one dollar is requested. The
Fairfield Historical Society is open
Monday through Friday from 9:30
to 4:30 and on Sundays from 1:00
to 5:00.1 greatly encourage you to
attend this exhibit and participate
in the Fairfield Historical Society's
charming recreation of Fairfield
County's history.

This landscape painting is thought to depict the home of the Reverand James Sauyre which overlooked
Long Island Sound on the Post Road in Fairfield.
[Photo courtesy of Corbii's Studio]

A Rare Opportunity
(continued from page 11)
With Raised Arms," 1907, this
work is violent—straight lines,
jagged edges, and precise color
usage are combined to create a
totally understandable human
form. Of the newer aspect is
Picasso's "The Harvester," 1907,
an obvious divergence from his
usual cubist forms is noted in this
painting. Less symbolism is present in this depiction of men
bringing in the results of their
labors. Done in the same salmon
colors as is used in the 'Nude' this
painting is a refreshing indication
of Picasso's versatility as a true
master.
Except for Robert Rauschenberg's 10-foot-long "Express," a
1963 canvas of photographic im-

FAIR-VIEW

Camera Shop & Studio
Special Student Discounts

ages silkscreened predominantly
in black and white, the works in
the Thyssen-Bornemisza exhibit
tend to be medium-sized precise
images and poignant in their expression.
A final painting worth noting
was
by
Georg
Grosz;
"Metropolis," 1911-17. A sense of
urgency is depicted through the
artists use of purple and red, and
at the same time macabre figures
madly dash around the street
scene going about their duties,
again, in an urgent manner. This is
one of the Baron's favorite paintings in the exhibition.
There is nothing average about
any of the Baron's acquisitions
displayed in the exhibit. The show
has been criticized for having left
out some of the obvious 20th century masters such as Matisse. I

feel that the superb quality of the
paintings included in the show far
out-weighs any possible consequences resulting from the omission of any one particulare artist.
There are numerous lectures,
films and other events planned
pertaining to the Thyssen-Bornemisza collection, but if you only
attend the exhibit itself you will
have done yourself a great service
as this is an exhibit of works done
by legends in their own time, never
to be repeated.
The display which is installed in
the newly reorganized Austin and
Avery galleries, will be open until
November 28th, at which time it
will leave the Atheneum and travel
to The Toledo Museum of Art. Admission is two dollars for adults.
Further information is available by
phone (203) 278-2670.

♦

Capitol's low fares

"What a break!"
Whe r ever we fly, we have the lowest
unrestricted fares. That means no advance
purchase, no minimum stay We're always
Slad to see you, even at the last minute.
Make up your mind today -* and by tomorrow, you're on your way!
For reservations and information, caH
_ your Travel Agent or Capitol Air at 212883-0750 in New York City, 312-347-0230 in
Chicago, 213-986-8445 in Los Angeles, 415956-8111 in San Francisco or 305-372-8000
in Miami. Outside these areas, please call
800-227-4865 (8-0-0-C-A-P-l-T-O-L).
SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR 36 YEARS
Chicago

Black & White Photo Lab on Premises

•Darkroom Supplies
• Kodak Dealer
• Instant Passports
and ID Photos

2189 Black' Rock Tpke
Fairfield
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by Richard Dltizlo
Staff Writer
The desire "to know" has
always been a strong one in the
history of mankind, and as new
and different sources of this
knowledge come into being, the
old standards are quickly leaving
the scene. The world of news
coverage has taken a quantum
leap forward in the last few years
and the trend seems to be moving
only upward.
Until the "onslaught" of television in the early 1960's when
ownership of a television reached
1.3 out of 2 American households,
the primary source of news was
always newspapers. However,
with television's growing popularity came its growing role in the
eyes of its viewers as not only
"entertainer" but "informer" as
well. The desire to be informed
has increased as well. Where the
major networks (ABC, CBS, and
NBC) each had two nightly newscasts at 6 and 11 up until 1979,
now news coverage can be seen
from 5 - 7:30,11 p.m. -12 a.m. and
new in 1982 (started with NBC
News Overnight) is the 1:30 - 2:30
a.m. slot. With all of this extensive
news coverage offered to people,
it is no wonder that major newspapers across America are finding
it necessary to fold due to the
almost "obsoleteness" of their
reports.
The tremendous rise in television and fall in journalism has
been expaned into Cable-TV the

INSIGHTS
Cable News

Push-Button News
television innovation of the
decade.
Originally, the Cable-TV channels showed full length, uncut
feature fill-ins a short time after
they were released from theatre
contracts. Today, Cable-TV has expanded. It is now possible to find
out the weather, time, best places
to shop and what's going on in the
world at the single push of a button, 24 hours a day.
Cablevision, the cable company
which recently acquired the contract to wire cables in ten towns in
Southern' Connecticut, provides
fifty-two channels to each television set. A large portion of these
show newscasts at some time during the day.
Out of the fifty-two Channel 12
is not in Cablevision news channel. Peggy Kaiser, a correspondent in the newsroom, explained
the vast role that Cable news plays
in Southern Connecticut. "We present quite extensive news coverage of the Southern Connecticut

area. Ten towns have Cablevision
available to them and we have ten
town correspondents who each
live in the the town they cover."
This gives the viewers a "straight
from the heart" approach to what
is going on around them. In addition to one correspondent in each
town, Cablevision has four street
reporters covering the entire area
as well as fourteen roaming field
cameras ready to film an event
when and where it happens. "The
frequency of news coverage on
Channel 12," explained Kaiser, "is
half hour on the hour with a live
news telecast at 6:30 p.m. and update from 7:30-11:30."
Available to the residents of the
ten towns for just a short time,
several thousand homes are
already enjoying the benefits of
Cablevision news. When Suzanne
Rothenberg, Director of Public
Relations for Cablevision, was
asked about the demise of journalism in reference to the rise in
Cable-TV, she replied, "Big city

newspapers are folding-not small
town local papers. The people are
shifting their interest to local
news-that which concerns what is
happening in their immediate
area." The convenience of having
the world at their fingertips appeals to most people. Explaining
the lure Cable news has over
newspaper news, Rothenberg
said, "Cable is a local mediumtwenty-two Cable franchises in
Connecticut alone — and Cable
news is an appealing communication service for a particular region
it covers."
In the depressed ecomony of
1982, cable provides a vast array of
news, films and sports for the
ecomonic price of 4.50 per month
-and everything is at push button
convenience. "Less expensive
entertainment options appeal to
people. Cable news is an accepted
and welcome "bonus" to cable
subscribers,"
commented
Rothenberg.

The variety of news shows available on cable is incomparable to
anything that can be found in a
newspaper. In addition to Channel
12 Cable news, Cablevision has
three other varieties for whetting
the appetite of news-mongers. Ted
Turner's Cable Network News
(CNN) and Satellite News Channel
(SNC) are both 24 hour services
bringing the world to the television set. In between the showing
of films and specials many of the
fifty-two channels feature Alpha
Numeric News Service (ANNS)
which is computerized data printout of local, state, regional, national and world events which
speed across the screen while
music plays softly on the
background.
Cable news takes the television
news revolution one stop further
providing the people with unlimited news coverage with the convenience of flicking on their television sets. In hour broadcasts by
the major net words, tragedies,
sports and weather comprise the
program. "Cable news gives more
human interest stories — like your
neighbor filling you in on Connecticut in addition to the other news
of the day," explained Kaiser.
The cable news revolution is
here to the despair (indeed,
demise) of several newspapers.
Journalism will not plummet to its
death but technology must let
man progress — and if convenience is progression — Cable
news is here to stay.

No Nonsense News
by Laureen Sullivan,
Lisa Sosa, and
Margery Grey
Staff Writer
Most hard-working students
with a part-time job have barely
enough time to complete their required readings, let alone read the
newspaper. However, when they
do look at the New York Times,
they seldom read every word of
any news article from start to
finish. One can usually get the jist
of the article by simply reading
the first paragraph or two. After
this, most articles seem to
become increasingly boring and
somewhat irrelevant. For example,
most are interested in the fact
that United States business executives and Prime Minister
Trudeau had a meeting to discuss
Investment opportunities in
Canada. This information is given
in the first paragraph of a front
page news article in the New York
Times of October 20, 1982.
However, the only piece of information offered in the last
paragraph is a quote by a
spokesman for one of the companies that the meeting "provided
a two-way opportunity for discussion." This information can easily
be inferred from the first paragraph, so the last paragraph really
told me nothing. Professor Arthur
Riel, acting director of Communication, observes that "most news
articles could chop the ends off
without losing much of the meaning."
Professor Riel does not generally enjoy reading news articles, or
academic articles and journals.
They usually contain sentences
which are too long and complicated to hold the interest of the

average reader. Such articles tend
to be "so mechanical and impersonal that I don't feel comfortable
reading them" says Professor
Riel.
The purpose of professor Riel's
Journalism course is to "develop
practical ability in nonfiction
writing," and "to develop writing
skills which can be turned to any
use in the field of Journalism."

Mr. Arthur Riel Is ■ professor of
English at Fairfield University. He
specializes in Journalism.
{Photo by Lisa Sosa, Vincent
DeAngelis]
The course does not work with
news writing because Professor
Riel believes that the skills
developed by writing articles of
human significance can easily be
applied to any kind of nonfiction,
including news. He teaches his
students to aim for one primary
goal: To hold the reader's interest
at all times; the reader must want
to finish the piece from the moment he begins to read. To

achieve this goal, one rule the
writer must follow is to give his
work a "fresh touch." This means
that the writer's personality must
come through. He must see his
subject in his own unique way,
and he must not be afraid to write
down his feelings.
According to Riel, it is the manner in which the writer recounts
his story as well as his good
writing skills that rr^ake for a well
written article. In recent years
another style of writing has been
getting much recognition—it is
sensational journalism. In the last
five years there has been an increase in readership to such
"newspapers" as The Star and
The Enquirer. Fairfield University
Sociology professor, Dr. Dennis
Hodgson feels that "maybe th«
people who read those (Star anc
Enquirer), didn't read newspaper;
in the past." Before these "news
papers" appeared on the news
stands and received so much publicity, people were reading the
gossip magazines.
Dr. Dorothea Braginsky, a
psychology professor at Fairfield
University, agrees with Dr.
Hodgson's assertions that the
people who purchase The Star or
The Enquirer were probably not
buying newspapers before. They
read yellow journalism because,
according to Braginsky, "it's fun
and the human interest stories are
bizarre."
Professor Riel feels that a piece
of writing is effective in that it has
done its job to communicate solid
news to the reader. Yellow journalism operates on the same
basis, but it is ineffective in that
communitates falsehoods to the
reader.

Did you know:
In 1981 there were 9,678 newspapers In the country with 7,238 weekly editions and 1,747 dailys,
while in 1970 there were a total of 11,383
newspapers in the country with 8,903 weekly editions and 1,838 dailys. Currently in Connecticut
there are 28 daily papers, 7 Sunday editions and 7
weekfys. In contrast, 1970 showed 25 dailys and 7
Sunday editions.
Compiled by Margery Grey
{Photo by Lisa Sosa, Vincent DeAngelis]
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Commentary

A Knowledgeable Breed?
Even though newspapers usually carry a larger selection and
variety of news from around the
state, nation and across the globe
Newspaper journalism is dying most Americans have taken the
in America primarily because of passive route and discontinued
the laziness and inaction subscriptions in favor of television
associated with the "push-button news.
age".
A couple of long-standing
The inception of television as an newspapers in Washington,
American way of life was a tremen- Philadelphia and Hartford, as well
dous boom to technology. The in- as in other cities, have gone under
crease in coverage capabilities because of major drops in
due to the innovation of satellites distribution numbers. Most of the
gave people the ability to see and papers were hurt by competition
hear of cultures and events in and by the increased effort and
lands most Americans had never monies poured into news by the
dreamed of.
three major t.v. stations and cable
Yet with these advances in com- networks.
municating networks, came a
Many people, on top of not wanresponding decrease in the impor- ting to put the energy into reading
tance of newspapers as a source a newspaper, also enjoy the imof news and entertainment.
mediacy of television. QuickThe subscription rate for breaking stories can be covered
newspapers has been steadily right away on television, but
declining as the outlets of cable newspapers must wait for morntelevision steal away the reader- ing and afternoon editions.
ship with 24 hour cable news and
People must decide whether
entertainment networks.
they want to become wholly
It seems inevitable in this era of reliant upon the television and
space-age
science
and take an entirely passive and
"automatic" everything that absent-minded approach towards
homeowners would rather be able life, or whether they want to
to push a button and be spoon fed broaden their understanding and
the news of the day by Ail- accent newspapers as a broad and
American, Johnny-be-good per- much more comprehensive and
sonalities chosen specifically to objective outlook than the quick,
appeal to the television audience. sometimes opinionated newsSome stations have even increas- casts.
ed their broadcast time from one
The latter will hopefully be
half hour to an hour and even 90 chosen so that many people don't
minutes in response to viewers end up as t.v. junkies, but rather a
demands for a more comprehen- knowledgeable breed of Amerisive report.
can.
by Richard Swletek
Executive Editor
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|CLASSlFlEDS)
THE MIRROR WILL ACCEPT PREPAID MAIL-IN
OR WALK-IN CLASSIFIEDS ONLY. IF YOU
WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS IN THE MIRROR FOR A «3 FEE, PLEASE CONTACT THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR CALL THE MIRROR
AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.

EMPLOYMENT
SITUATIONS
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Free
Pick-up & Delivery. Call Kristi
938-9348.
APPLY IN PERSON. Asst. Mgr. for
convenience store. P/t eves. &
wkends. 20 hrs. wk. $3.75 hr. Card
#231.
STARTING WKEND. OF NOV. 5thDelivery of paper Fri. & wkends. in
Westport area. Own car a necessity. Card #229.
CHAUFFERING (near campus).
Must have own car. 2 davs wk. 3:30
Thurs. (for about an hr.) 4:15 Tues.
(for about 1 hr.) Card #228
STOCK WORK (Ltd. shippingmainly receiving). 25 hrs. wk. Flex.
A.M. hrs. Card #227.
A.S.A.P.—CLERICAL WORK, at
least 3 days a wk. Sal. flex. For
wholesale furn. co. Card #225.
PART TIME HELP at night for ice
cream store. Card #224.
CHILD CARE, LT. CLEANING &
some cooking. 10-30 hrs. wk. Sal.
flex, or in exchange for room &
board & possible sal. Card #223.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES
for 15 words
of less
$%

each additional
10 words.

STOCK WORK (Ltd. shippingmainly receiving). 25 hrs. wk. Flex.
A.M. hrs. Card #227.
GEN. HOUSEWORK—3 days wk.
$4.50 hr. Need own trans. Card
#222.
TUPPERWARE OPPORTUNITY.
Demos in people's homes. No initial investment. Under no obligation. Card#221.
2 STUDENTS NEEDED at T-shirt
booth in shopping mall. Flex. hrs.
Grad. stud, preferred. Card #220.
GRAD. STUD. W/WRITING Exper.,
tech. writing & research. Med.
mktg. Degree in Med. Tech. w/bus.
or mktg. exper. Card #219.
DEC. 4th PARTY-35 guests. Help
set up, serve, clean up. No exper.
needed. No unit, req. Card #218.
DRIVER for small hospital to
transport patients bet. bldgs. on
grounds. Mon.-Fri. 3-7:30 P.M. $4
hr. Must have current CT
operator's lie, clean record,
reliable. Card #217.
PERSON TO DRIVE to Southport
Ct., pick up car & drive to NYC to
pick up person from work & drive

back to Southport, Ct. Hrs. Mon.,
Tues., & Thurs. 4:30-7:00 P.M. (approx.)$7hr. Card #216.
STUDENT NEEDED 1 day wk.
opening boxes & recording contents, (returns sent back to co.)
Hrs. flex. Xmas & after holiday
add'l hrs. Card #215.
LIVE IN FOR A WK. to watch
house & take care of 13 yr. old boy.
Trans, can be provided if nee. Nov.
3rd-Nov. 7th. Card #214.
WASHING WINDOWS. Card #213.
HANDYMAN to work inside store.
Hrs. flex. Card #211.
OUTDOOR CLOTHING & EQUIP.
Sales help. Hrs. flex. Card #210.
STUDENT NEEDED to pick up 1
child from school (Norwalk Y) at 6
P.M., prepare dinner for 3, & plan
to be there 'til 7:30-9:00 P.M. Clean
up after dinner. Board avble. in exchange. Card #207.
'
ASSEMBLE CLEAN CLOTHES,
wait on counter. Bet. 1:00-6:00
P.M. Mon.-Fri. No Sats. Card #206.

WPOD: Catch the flying fish. Hint:
on Ignore's desk.
M2: Anything new "cooking" in
your dreams?
To the Krus Missies: Is the letter
bomb more explosive than the A
bomb?
A final parting word.. .avadado,
So please write.. .literary correspondence is hard to find...
and hard to continue, anonymous
Don't pull your Car in too far...
Oh, cat!! and justice for all
Harvest Novel soon to be released... names will be changed to
protect the guilty
and
boring

ML: Sushi or Steak your claim
Melon Ball
Bonnie & Clyde: Are you cartwheeling off bandanas and flying
saucers?
To the Little Women of SE2:
Anyone want to get dressed?

MIRROR
PERSONALS

only
25$!
Submit to Box AA

HOUSEWORK 1 or 2 days wk. $4 hr.
Own trans. Greenfield Hill area.
Card #226.
HOUSEWORK 1 day wk. (prob.
about 6 hrs) Card #209.

PERSONALS
Pepper: What's the word of the
day?
Ignore: Black is beautiful! But,
bedrest is better.
Happy go lucky: go no where
Ellie Mo: Snagged with "fair" warning^

Harvest '82 (See story on page 10)

[Photo by Kathy Zaczynski]
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<% iReal OJrtgms a£ •HaUotumt
by Richard K. Mealey
Staff Writer
Good evening. Tonight on None
Of Your Business we examine the
clouded origins of one of the most
popular of holidays, and among
Americans a favorite excuse to
drink: Halloween.
Here in the United States, the
real fun is restricted to preteens,
who find it helpful to celebrate by
masquerading in a person different from their own, for example,
as an astronaut, a princess, or
Gypsy Rose Lee. They embark
upon a repetitive process colloquially known as "Trick or Treat."
In exchange for one of these urchins gracing someone's doorstep with his alternate presence, it
is expected that the owner of that
doorstep will reward the urchin
with some little goodie such as a
candy bar, a candied apple or a
candied gallstone. Protocol also
dictates that should the doorstep
owner fail or refuse to hand the
candy over, the position vis-a-vis
the urchin requires that he
perpetrate some little annoyance
to the doorstep owner, such as arson.
How have we come to venerate
the one time during the year when
hordes of little rascals band together to take things from adults?

Legend has it that it came about
in Roman times, during the period
of the Five Neat-0 Emperors. We
think it was during Nausius'
tenure as Caesar that war broke
out with a neighboring tribe of barbarians called the Pests. In order
to obtain the needed funds to
wage this war, Nausius tried raising the annual tributes, but when
his mother realized that she was in
a higher tax bracket she hypnotized Nausius into believing himself
a beggar, then dressed him as
Charlie Chaplin and sent him out
in the streets. All took pity on him.
The wealthy gave his coins with
own image on them. Grocers gave
him food. Bored housewives gave
him something very pleasant. And
when Nausius came to, he found
he had the monies necessary to
begin the Pest Campaign. He lost.
The archetype was set: people
giving other people good thingsmoney, food, sex—while those
other people were disguised.
But when a noted anthropolo-

PART-TIME JOBS

gist stumbled upon the secluded
French town of Extortee, he beheld a local festival that as he
wrote, "beats the heck out of Russian Roulette."1 The villagers, all
dressed as French bread and Renault Le Cars (among more elaborate costumes), were celebrating
their annual Blackmail Festival. If,
as they went from house to house,
they were denied cheap eats, doc-.
tored glossies of the skinflint and
the village hussy made life much
easier. When the subsequent arti-

FIGHT INFLATION AT
FAIRFIELD TRADING POST
Zippered Thermal
Hooded
._ __
Sweatshirt 10.99
Snowflake Design
100% Wool.. __
Sweater
31.99

SEE OUR FULL LINE
OF KNAPSACKS
AND BOOK BAGS!!

c

cle appeared in a widely-read magazine of the day (see footnote
one), the entire idea became
ashion and ultimately ritual.
All of the above facts have been
verified, so you can just take these
ndings to the bank and deposit
hem. Thank you and goodnight.2

SUPER SPOOKY SPECIALS!
Cqm<£j0ee! Come Save!

Themtmwines
Comer
\
& liquors !
Sehrni{tt> y* $26^5

" £T<. Qafl Chris ■"' *?)
740 FairfielfrSeacb RdVFairfiald, CT
Across from Nautilus

I Mike's
iPizza

1580 POST RD. F AIRFIELD, CT

Needed Car And Phone

259-3498

Call: 375-0841 10-3

Ex. 21 TPKE-FRL MIGHT "nLO

OP FAIRFIELD

• TAKE OUT ORDERS
• FREEZER ORDERS
- GRINDERS SPECIAL MIKE
SUPER PIZZA TURNOVER

10% DISCOUNT
W/ F.U. I.D.

2-Evenings/Week

$150-200

1-Dr. U.R. Genius, "A Hot Time In
the Chateau Tonight," Global
Dregs Monthly, 1 April 1900, pp
600-1285.
2-For a transcript of this broadcast refer to R.K. Mealey, "The
Real Origins of Halloween," Fairfield Mirror, 28 October 1982, p. 14

0 ASK ABOUT OUR 6TH
• PIE AT NO CHARGE
• OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
J
SUNDAY 3 P.M. TO 11 P.M.
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Intramural Playoffs
Racquetbatl
Men's A
LordR Regan by Oct. 31

Lady Stags Set For Spring

Men's Flag Football
MWAAS
Ground
Hogs
Ganga Spleefs
Robin Hood
Sons ot Johnny CllliteratesReemers
Red Tank
Women's Flag Football
Qualers
•

Huebsch-

Mens C:
OonaireGreenwood
by Oct. 31
Men's B:
McBrien
Berenati —
Trismer
Coxen
Regan
Eaton

3

Mixed Doubles B:
O'Neill/O'NeillEaton/Lengel •

second year of varsity play for the
girls. Last year the team went 6-17
on the season, which, according
to Lazar, is partially due to the
number of away games played,
and the fact that the team was in
its first year.
The team will start working out
next week, in preparation for the
coming season, in which they will
play eleven away games and fourteen at home, including the season's opener, a double-header
against Yale University on March
26.
The team is led this year by captains Brenda Lobdell and Ellen
Petkaitis, and while they are the
only two seniors in the starting
line-up, Lazar has experienced
players at almost every position.
Pitchers Marlene Barrone and Bet-

by Debbie Qoslicki
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University girl's
softball team finished up its fall
season with a record of 0-11; but
Coach Bruce Lazar is unconcerned. This is because, as he states,
the fall season is basically composed of scrimmages with other
schools such as Central Connecticut State College, Western New
England College, Sacred Heart
University and Quinnipiac College. In these practice games,
says Lazar, "we'll have six outs to
a side or start the batters at twoand-one" to give the girls extra
practice in different game situations.
Coach Lazar is looking for at
least .500 ball this spring, only the

by John Yauch
their own territory, the Stag
Staff Writer
defense blocked the punt and
"It was a game we should have linebacker Ed Craven, who played
won. We outplayed them and the a tremendous game, recovered the.
only reason we did not win is that ball in the end zone for a
we did not come through in clutch touchdown. O'Connell once again
situations." This is how Fairfield drilled the extra point to give the
Head Coach Randy Coppola sum- Stags a 14-0 lead.
med up his team's 20-17 loss to
At this point the gridders looked
Providence on Saturday.
as if they were on their way to their
In the beginning it looked as if third straight victory, but Fairfield
the Stags would have an easy vic- seemed to have a let down and
tory as they were able to move the Providence scored 14 unanswered
ball quite efficiently against the points late in the second quarter.
Providence defense. Mike James
In the second half Providence
continues to sparkle at his QB took a 20-14 lead and the Stags
spot and since he has two years needed to come back against a
left in his Fairfield career this team that had everything going its
leaves a bright spot for the future way. Moving the ball quickly down
of Fairfield's offense.
the field, Fairfield culminated with
On their second possession the a 30 yard field goal by O'Connell to
gridders moved the ball down the bring the Stags within three points
field and took the lead when in the fourth quarter.
James took the ball over from the
The gridders continued to move
one on a QB sneak. Jim O'Connell the ball well, and with the defense
added the extra point and Fairfield forcing Providence to punt every
jumped out to a 7-0 advantage.
possession, the offense had
The defense held Providence to numerous opportunities to score.
little yardage and came through
Bobby Myers and Tom McKeon
with a big play to increase Fair- had tremendous games as the
field's lead. On a fourth dbwn, Stags fell short in attempting to
with Providence ocked up deep in even their record at 3-3.

Staff Report
The Fairfield University men's
basketball team will play an intrasquad scrimmage on November 4
at Holy Cross High School in
Waterbury starting at 7:30 p.m.
Coach Terry O'Connor's team
will feature 6-foot-11 captain Pete
DeBisschop, an All-Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference selection last
year, and 6-foot-0 guard Bobby
Hurt.
Fairfield will have another preseason tune up on November 14
when it takes on the touring Irish
National Team in an exhibition
game starting at 2 p.m.
Fairfield opens the regular
season on November 27 at
Niagara, which is O'Connor's
Alma Mater.
A return trip to South Bend, Indiana to face the Fighting Irish of
Notre Dame, a date with American
University at the Meadowlands
and games in the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference highlight the
1982-1983 men's basketball
season coming up.
The Stags of Head Coach Terry
O'Connor after opening the
season on the road at Niagara on
Saturday, November 27, hold the
first home game of the year
against Canisius College on Tuesday, November 30.
The Stags will visit Notre Dame
in the midst of what promises to
be a very challenging week. On

THE

THE PLACE
TORE!

December 7 Fairfield will meet the
University of Connecticut at the
New Haven Coliseum, then travel
to Notre Dame to take on the Irish
on Thursday, December 9, before
heading for Philadelphia for a
December 11th game against St.
Joseph.
The schedule finds the Stags on
the road for eight of their first ten
games of the year in the first
month of the season. The only
other home date is a December 4
game with Lehigh, a Saturday
afternoon affair.
After hosting the Bankers
Classic (January 7-8 with Drexel,
Georgia State and Utica), Fairfield
opens play in the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference on January 12

CAFE
366-2219

Thurs., Oct. 28th
THE HARD BEATS
Fri., Oct. 29th & Sat., Oct. 30
DIRTY BOOTS
Sun., Oct. 31 HALLOWEEN PARTY
WITH 'AIRCRAFT'

Seriin — your headquarters
for all your party needs!

Breakfast Special
2 eggs, potatoes, toast,
coffee, o.j.

ALL
KEGS
DISCOUNTED
40 COLD KEGS IN STOCK EVERY WEEKEND!

s

1.25(6-11am)
1417 Post Road Ffld.
(across from Scenario's) (Tommy's)
OPEN 6-3

al's place
TWO
for

ONE
HALLOWEEN NIGHT
9 PM-11 PM
F.U. Students Exclusively!
F.U.I.D.

Yale outscored Fairfield 22 to 35
despite Sneider's first place. Also
scoring points for Fairfield were
Carla Loehmann in 5th place with
a 22:02; Joan Watt, 8th in 22:18;
Maura Murphy, 10th in 22:47; and
Maria Malatak, 11th in 23:16.
Other notable performances
were shown by Cathy Connolly in
12th place, 23:26, and Mary Jo
Bolger in 15th place with 23:47.

■VS^OUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUNTSERLINDISCOUr^

Luncheonette

259-2347

Other games outside the conference will include dates with
Boston College, December 21, the
first meeting ever with Navy on
February 7.

Lady Harriers Keep Pace
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SERLIND'

at West Point.
The Stags will meet conference
rivals Army, lona, Fordham,
Manhattan and St. Peter's on a
home and away basis.
The game against American
University at the Meadowlands
will be the first game of a
doubleheader on February 26th, a
Saturday night. Fairfield and
American will meet at 7 p.m.
followed by a Big East Conference
game between Seton Hall and
Georgetown.

by Staff Writer
finished 5th over all in a time of
A weakened women's Cross 21:28 for the flat 5 km course.
Country Club competed without Senior Maura "Moke" Murphy just
the service of many of their top managed to hold off the finishing
aces due to the long holiday kick of stand-out freshman Maria
weekend on Saturday, October 9. Malatak as both finished 7th & 8th,
They traveled to Quinnipiac Col- respectively, in 21:55 and 21:58.
lege and managed to split a Rounding out the scoring for Fairdouble-dual meet. The Stagettes field was converted sprinter
four-runner squad managed to Maureen Brady in the 13th place
best St. Thomas Aquinas 15 to 21 with a time of 23:13. The times
while losing to host Quinnipiac 27 were exceptionally fast and race
to 22
conditions excellent or all girls
The Fairfield contingent was led recorded personal bests.
Tricia Sneider surpassed her
by ever-consistent Joan Watt who
earlier mark of 21:41, set at the
beginning of the season, with a
sensational 21:24 on Saturday, October 16 against Yale. This is a
3445 Fairfield Avenue
new school record.
Bridegport, Connecticut 06605

^^^^^^^^^A^^^a^^^^^^^^^^^^-^^^-^^^A-^^^^^^Ta^^^^^^^V

CINDY'S

sy Brady are juniors, as are many
of the team members. Lobdell will
be at either shortstop or second
base, and most of the outfielders
are returning players. The team
also welcomes three excellent
freshmen: Paula Dunn, Margaret
Giles and Maureen Malley.
Asked for an outstanding player
on the team, Coach Lazar named
his sophomore centerfielder.
"I'd say the one who does the
most for us —but she isn't
flashy—is Erin O'Brien. She's a
good batter-first or second, she's
fast, she bunts, she'll steal a base
and she covers alot of ground in
the field."
Coach lazar plans to work on
the team's hitting and preventing
"making any mental errors, allowing the other team to get to us."

Squad Prepares For '82-'83

P.C. Friars Cross
Gridders, 20-17

I
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1476 Post Rd. 259-0673

10% Off all liquor & cordials UZ&) & cases of beer*

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR COLD BEER!

1

$

BUDWEISER
cold case $0 QQ
12 oz export bottles ( + tax & deposit) O ■ *J«I

GENESEE CREAM ALE
export bottles
57 ■ 90 COld case (+ tax & deposit)

Classic Club Vodka 80°i.75i_bti. 6.99
De Kypur Blackberry Brandy70° 1 L$5.49

PABST
jumbo 16 oz cans
£0 hl\

cold

*>£.49 6 pack
-i- tax & deposit

PABST

PABST

jumbo 16 oz cans
CQ 70 cold

12 oz export bottles
CC QQ cold
uD.OO case
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+ tax & deposit

5

+ tax & deposit
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Booters Still Winless

Booter freshman Matt Battin tries to contend with an Army player. The
Stags lost 4-0.
[Photo by Vinny DeAngelis]

MIRROR

Jeffrey Cahill
Sports Editor
Ok, so the Stag Booters lost
again last week. They were defeated by Army 4-0, and for the
record they are 0-11-1. But let's get
one thing perfectly clear—Fairfield
does not have a terrible soccer
team.
It must be set to print, and I
hereby volunteer, that less the files
should not condemn the memories
of the '82 team as a scar on an
otherwise successful program. The
Stags record is misleading in determining how good a club they are.
All sports fans know about the
tragic beginning of the New York
Mets, winning last place year after
year. The baseball world labeled
them "losers" and it took a world
championship seven years later to
shake the monkey loose. It is out of
concern that the same labels might
stick to the backs of Fairfields'
jerseys that the Stags' woes must
be explained.
Coach Kuhlmann puts his team
together with students who enjoy
playing soccer, while most of their
competition carries soccer players
who decided whether through athletic scholarship or strength of the
program to attend that particular
school.
Fairfield gives no scholarships
based on soccer ability and this
combined with the commitment to

SPORTS 1

compete at the division one level
has created the present situation
of playing teams of a much higher
caliber. In the past Kulhman has
had strong teams and he may very
well in the future, but at present
they are suffering.
This is not an attempt to cover
for a losing team, excuses are unnecessary. Fairfield has lost some
games they should have won, and
they should win some before the
season closes, but losing can be
just as contagious as winning is.
The booters are trapped in the

middle of a demanding schedule
on one side and a tight pocketed
athletic department on the other,
and this position is not conducive
to winning.
The words of manager Casey
Stengel after the final game in the
Mets debut season as his club finished 40-120 must ring a familiar
tune in Coach Kulhmann's head.
"It was saddening and shocking.
Saddening because we only won
forty games and shocking because
we should have won 50. But we'll
do better next year."

Lady Stags Smash at NEC
ed as a singles player, saw her
Staff Report
way to the semifinals consulation
"I'm so pleased with the way
match.
they played at the tournament. It
Coach O'Mara feels the young
showed the ability the team does
team "did really well" in the New
have, and was a good sign for next
Englands. Fairfield competed as a
year," stated women's tennis
division three team against such
coach Tamma O'Mara after the
teams as Trinity, MIT, Mount
New England Championships.
Holyoke, and Smith. These teams
Six of the nine team members
are all division three because they
competed in the tournament.
do not have financial aid proO'Mara commented, "they did the
grams for Women's Tennis.
best they've ever done in the New
Englands." Doubles team Eileen
Petruzilla and Ann Churchhill won
The Men's Tennis team placed
first place in the consulation
eighth out of twenty-four teams in
match for flight three. This
a ECAC competition at Mercy
doubles team finished the regular
County Community Park. Freshseason 7-1. O'Mara compleman Rome Lillicraf lost to the
mented them by saying, "They've
number one seed in three sets. Jon
done a really good job together."
Rachelson was defeated in the
Sophomore Eileen Quirk and
quarterfinals. Doubles team Brian
Freshman Susan Burke were a
Murphy and Rich Birgler lost in
flight two doubles team. They
the second round.
were runners up in their consulaAt the Metro Atlantic Contion match.
ference, (MAC), the team placed
Senior team captain Penny
third. Brian Murphy placed fourth,
Wolfe, the number one singles
and Jon Rachelson, third. Junior
player for the team, was eliminco-captain Ray Liss won his conated in the quarterfinals in her
sultation round. Rome Lillicraf
consulation bracket.
was defeated in the finals by Ted
Sophomore Kathy Baum, enterWilliams of Army.

Netmen

Ruggers Catch Manhattanville In Final Minutes, Win 10-9
by Tom White
Staff Writer
In between a Friday night concert and the fun and frolic of
Harvest '82, the members of the
Fairfield Rugby Club found
enough energy to score two hardfought victories over the Manhattanville Rugby Club. The A side
raised their record to 3-t, while the
B team captured their fourth victory to remain undefeated.
In the first half of the A game,
Manhattanville took advantage of
their powerful kicker and penalties
against Fairfield, opening up a 9-0
lead at halftime.
As was the case in the previous

week's game against Yale, the red
ruggers got off to a slow start and
found themselves trailing.
Although their defensive game effectively contained the opponent,
Fairfield's offense was lethargic
and seemed uninspired.
As the second half began it was
apparent that someone had
awakened Fairfield at halftime.
The backfield of Tim Sheridan,
Paul
Stafstrom
and
Bob
Cancelliere initiated smooth passing which created much-needed
offense for Fairfield. Midway
through the second half, prop
Chuck E. Maggiorotto passed to
Mark Flanagan and the swift wing
rambled thirty-five yards for the
score. The conversion fell short

leaving Fairfield down by a score
of 9-4. With this deficit, Fairfield
needed no less than a try and conversion as time ran down.
With three minutes left in the
game, Sal Sprofera executed a
fifteen-yard run from his second
row position and then passed off
to Sean Duffy. Duffy dragged the
ball (and a few Manhattanville
defenders) into the end zone to bring Fairfield to within a point of
their opponent. Scrum captain
Rick Kaps, who has been providing clutch kicking throughout
the season, hit the all-important
conversion to give Fairfield the
10-9 victory. This victory was
especially satisfying as it came
against a Manhattanville team that

made it to the finals of the Metro
Collegiate Rugby Championships.
In the B game, the home fans
were treated to what they have
come to expect from the Fairfield
B team: another victory.
After the opponents moved out
to a 4-0 lead Fairfield struck right
back. Center Sean Thomann
jaunted more than fifty yards to
the ten-yard line. In the midst of
being tackled, he managed to get
a pass off to John Freel 'who
brought it in for the try. Conor
Gaynor once again performed the
kicking duties for the B side, and
once again he was right on the
mark. Seven minutes later, Gaynor
and his toe got three more points
for Fairfield with a penalty kick.

The opposition added another try
before the half, reducing the Fairfield lead to 9-8 at the half.
In the second half Fairfield fell
behind 12-9 on a try from in close.
Fly half Jim O'Connor quickly put
Fairfield back on top with a spectacular eighty-yard run. Conor
Gaynor again hit the conversion to
ice the 15-12 victory.
In the C scrimmage that followed, Carl Blanchard scored the lone
try for Fairfield, Dean Mendes added the conversion.
This Saturday the Fairfield ruggers face possibly their toughest
opponent of the semester in the
traditional battle for the Aumque
Cup: Holy Cross. These home
games will begin at 12:30.

[Photo by
irfield scrum half G'l is Tergian looks on as the Manhattanville scrum half rolls the ball into the scrum-down. Down 9-0 at halftime, the Fairfield ruggers came back to win 10-9. George Donairwe)
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The Case for''Meaningful" Politics
by Alan Katz
Now that the football strike appears to be
cancelling out our national pastime (sorry
Bowie Kuhn), it might be time to focus on
another of our national "events"—the fall
elections. For the past months we have
heard candidates mouth homilies about the
"greatness" of America, or the American
"malaise," or whatever is the new "bizz"
concept of the moment. Mercifully, these
debates, discussions, etc. only have a few
more days to run. You can be certain that on
election eve the victorious candidates will
wax about their non-existent "mandates"
and David Brinkley, John Chancellor, Roger
Mudd, etc. will both congratulate us for our
"independence" and chastise us because
so many of us will have stayed home from the
polls. It is the thesis of this short piece that,
given the present state of American politics, a case can be made for doing the re-

"It is clear that many of us who
vote for the candidate and/or label
ourselves "Independent" do so because the poltics of the two major
Karties are increasingly meaning>ss."
verse: congratulating us for staying home
and criticising us for our "independence."
Most democratic theorists focus upon
the necessary relationship between the attitudes, desires and expectations of a people
and the operation of their government. Both
Populistic and Progressive theory, for example, contend that there is a direct relationship between an "informed" public and
"good government." I agree. The problem, it
seems to me, is that it is increasingly difficult to obtain such an informed public opinion. The culprits in this caper can be clearly
identified: our political parties and the
American people themselves.
If we look at survey research data over

the past few decades, certain obvious conclusions emerge: (1) there has been a consistent decline in the numbers of Americans who vote in elections—especially in
"off year" (non-Presidential) elections; (2)
increasing numbers of Americans feel "alienated" from the political system, feel that
they cannot effect it, and indicate that
politics is too "complicated" for them to
understand; and (3) The number of Americans who label themselves as "Independents," rather than "Democrats" or
"Republicans" has dramatically increased.
There is little doubt in this corner that these
patterns are related.
In a recent article in The New York Times,
Matthew Wald reported that 41.2% of those
polled in this state would describe themselves as "Independents," as opposed to
33.2% and 20.9% who would label themselves "Democrats" or "Republicans" respectively. In addition, the article pointed
out that many voters in this state will
"split" their votes in the upcoming race
rather than vote for a "straight" ticket. Most
of us would applaud this. After all, we all
vote for the candidate rather than the party.
Why is this so? The reasons for labelling
oneself an "Independent" are most complex. However, it is clear that many of us
who vote for the candidate and/or label
ourselves "Independent" do so because the
politics of the two major parties are increasingly meaningless.
One manifestation of this pattern is that
clever candidates who are (or who wish to
appear) "independent" will, in some way,
disassociate themselves from their party.
One example of this is the current campaign of Lowell ("Nobody's Man but Yours")
Weicker for the U.S. Senate. In persuing the
senator's campaign, it is difficult to find
clear mention of the word "Republican."
this is not to be critical of Senator Weicker.
He has, I think, correctly perceived that

more people think of him positively as "independent-minded" rather than "republican-minded." This, of course, says volumes
about the state of contemporary American
politics.
Political scientists have, for years,
argued that what America needs are "dis-

"Electoral parties such as our
own carefully reflect the desires of
their people. So if we really want
clear choices in politics, all we
need do is to demand them."
ciplined, responsible" political parties such
as those which exist in England. These are
parties which articulate clear programs,
nominate candidates whose primarily loyalty is to that program, and promise, that if
elected, they will put those programs into
action. The election then becomes a mandate for a particular program. Interestingly,
recent studies have shown that many
British voters are moving away from their
two major parties. However, much of this
disaffection is due to the fact that many
voters perceive both the Labor and Conservative parties to have moved away from
their traditional programs.
Could we have such parties in the United
States. Certainly. Will we? Probably not.
The reason why we hve not developed such
parties is that they require a great deal from
the voters-among other things that the
voters demand that the parties articulate
clear programs and stick to them. For example, many in the United States today
would argue that even though "Reagonomics" is abhorrent to them, it should be
allowed to run its course, to prove, once
and for all, that a conservative socialpoliticial-economic program will not "work"
in America. What such parties also require
of us is that we demand that they articulate
societal goals and values that we can either

accept or reject. It is not sufficient for us to
feel that an individual candidate has a "program;" his/her party must be the moving
force in developing such programs. Unless
this is done, it seems to me, we are likely to
continue to feel directionless, confused,
alienated, apathetic-pick one or more of the
above.
It is clear to a number of observers that
there is nothing "natural" about political
parties. They develop as a "need" for them
arises in society. More importantly, "electoral" parties such as our own carefully
reflect the desires of their people. So, if we
really want clear choices in politics, all we
need do is to demand them.
When we all go off to the polls next week
("civic duty" and "guilt" are still powerful
motivations) we should take the opportunity to look at some of our assumptions
about American politics. Does it have to be
such a meaningless facet of so many
Americans' lives? I think not.
Dr. Katz is an associate Professor
of Politics and is the Pre-law advisor

Will this
man be
President...
again?

(See page 4)
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TOBY MOFFETT:
A GRASSROOT CAMPAIGN
by Anthony Ghecas
Readers Forum Editor
Anthony "Toby" Moffett, the
Democratic Congressman from
Connecticut's Sixth District, has
emphasized the grass-roots
aspects of his campaign for the
U.S. Senate seat currently held by
Republican Lowell Weicker. In the
view of Ken Kemmel, Moffett's
college coordinator, "the campaign between Toby and Lowell
Weicker is really a campaign between Main Street and Madison
Avenue."
This campaign theme, that of
Main Street vs. Madison Ave., has
symbolized the political career of
the consumer advocate from Litchfield. For Toby Moffett did not
go through the normal arenas of
Connecticut Democratic politics
to achieve his Congressional seat.
Instead, the 37 year old representative embarked upon a crusade of
consumer advocacy in the 60's
and 70's. As one of Ralph Nader's
"golden boys" Toby Moffett
became the first president of the
Connecticut Citizen Action Group
in the early 1970's. This nonpartisan group attempted to champion certain liberal causes of the
times, such as the much publicized end to the issuing of faulty
rifles during the Vietnam War. In
1974 Toby Moffett came to the
realization that he could be more
effective as a congressman from
Connecticut's sixth District than
as the president of CCAG.
Coming in on the postWatergate tide of new Democrats,
Moffett has not forgotten his
roots in consumer advocacy. In
his eight years in the House of
Representatives, Moffett has certainly backed consumer oriented
policies. For example, as one of

his campaign pamphlets states,
"Moffett is a co-sponsor of the
Auto Content Bill that would require foreign and domestic carmakers to use some American
made parts if they sell their cars
here. This bill could generate one
million new jobs in the U.S."
Moffett feels that President
Reagan's policies have alienated
two important groups in American
politics: the old and the young. As
far as senior citizens go, "Moffett
voted to make sure there would be
no reductions in Social Security
benefits for current recipients."
The congressman is also quick to
point out that, on May 12, 1981,
"Weicker voted to delay and
reduce cost-of-living adjustments
for Social Security recipients,
veterans, and railroad retirees."
Concerning young people, Moffett was behind legislation to
maintain graduate students in the
Guaranteed Student Loan program. He believes that he is the
true champion of the youth in
America, while Lowell Weicker
simply talks the "educational
rhetoric." According to this
rhetoric, Weicker has come across
as a great sponsor of students.
But Moffett tells us to look at
Weicker's voting record to find out
who is truly the "student's candidate." "Weicker voted against
restoring 100 million dollars for
student aid."
Earlier in the campaign, Moffett
introduced an issue concerning
students that he has not emphasized in the later stages of his
senatorial effort: compulsory national service. "I'm for national
service where at eighteen, you get
an option. You want to work on an
Indian Reservation, fine. If you

want to go and try to be a fighter
pilot, fine. You know, give you
some options. That's what I think
is necessary. This idea was not
elaborated during the campaign.
In short, the senatorial campaign in Connecticut has focused
on the differences between two
apparent liberals; two people who
believe that President Reagan's
policies are not in the best in-

terest of the majority of American
citizens. Toby Moffett has attempted to place Lowell Weicker clearly in the Reagan camp. How well
he has done this job will be decided on November 2.
Certain quotes were taken from an
interview conducted by Dave
Weber for the F.U. Democrat, the
Young Democrats club newsletter.

Democratic nominee for the
House of Representatives, John
Aristotle Phillips, looks to defeat
Stewart McKinney in the incumbent's seventh consecutive bid to
represent Connecticut's fourth
district. McKinney defeated
Phillips in 1980; this is the 27 year
old's second bout with the incumbent.
Phillips, in his anti-Reaga-

John Aristotle Phillips (D)

nomics platform, considers the
nuclear freeze issue, the current
10.1% unemployment rate, inflation, and a technologically
educated public as issues of
significant concern.
"I don't believe a nuclear war is
winnable," stated Phillips in his
endorsement of a nuclear freeze.
According to the challenger, the
term nuclear war is contradictory
because there are no winners in
such a situation. Phillips plans to
redirect the funds used for nuclear

[Photo by Tom Van Dyck]
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1. Are You
A) Undergraduate Student
B) Faculty
C) Graduate Student
D) Personnel
2. Are you a registered
A) Democrat
B) Republican
C) Independent
D) Other
If you are not a Connecticut
to question #5
3. if the Connecticut Senatorial
today, who would you vote for?|
A) Lowell P. Weicker (Reput
B) Toby Moffett (Democrat)
C) James A. Lewis {LiberterJ
D) Lucien P. DiFazio (Con*
4. Who would you vote for Conj
this district?
A) Stewart McKinney (Repu|
B) John Aristotle Phillips ([

Toby Moffett (D)

Phillips Combats Reaganomics
by Elizabeth Kline
News Editor

ft-

arms in other parts of the national
budget.
In his support of a bilateral
freeze, which Phillips considers is
in the "best national interest of
our country," he advocates the
utilization of the Trident submarine and cruise missiles, while
he rejects the Trident II missile.
"By freezing nuclear weapons,
we can insure we have nuclear
weapons in place," stated Phillips.
Confident in his anti-Reaganomics
platform,
Phillips
predicted, "I do think that the
fourth district will go under the
Democratic column," in the
November 2 election. In describing his campaign, Phillips stated,
"It's been a constant force" to
show the constituency that the
time for a change has arrived.
Since Reagan's budget cuts
have gone into action, students
across the country have been affected by Guaranteed Student
Loan cuts and decreased financial
aid from colleges and universities.
Since these cuts in spending have
already been approved, Phillips
foresees the possibility that "it's
going to be difficult to save" these
benefits.
. When asked if he would support
a tax credit for families who
educate their children in private
schools, Phillips responded, "The
tax credit would be discriminatory." In his opposition to such a
tax credit, the nominee stressed,
"We support a public school
system in this country."
Phillips further commented, "I

support a flat percentage tax
rate," which Reagan has proposed
to Congress. If the bill becomes
law, Phillips can foresee.that "the
honest taxpayers would benefit
from it."
Since unemployment soared to
10.1%, Phillips agreed that the
democrats got a hold of the
political lever that can turn the
campaign. "Unemployment is a
worse evil in anybody's book but
Ronald Reagan's," stated Phillips.
He advocates job training programs that will target the high
unemployment figures.
Although polls conducted last
March revealed Phillips received
little support among the blue collar workers, the Connecticut AFLCIO endorsement has garnered
their support.
Phillips takes a pro-choice
stand on abortion. "It's up to the
woman to do what she wants."
Although Phillips has never held
an elected office, he will bring his
technical understanding of the
issues, especially the arms race,
to Capitol Hill. "I would rather be
known for my ideas than as a
politician," stated Phillips.
If Phillips wins and snatches
the fourth district seat from
McKinney, he will take with him
"fresh faces" to Washington:
those "talented young people who
want to make a difference."
As for his contest against
McKinney, Phillips remarked,
"We've got McKinney on the run.
The one thing McKinney has on
me is a couple of million dollars."

(Proceed to Question #7)
5. Even though you are not a
who would you vote for?
A) Lowell P. Weicker (Reput
B) Toby Moffett (Democrat)
C) James A. Lewis (Liberterj
D) Lucien P. DiFazio
6. Who would you vote for Cone
this district?
A) Stewart McKinney (Repul
B) John Aristotle Phillips (C
7. If the 1984 Presidential eiel
today, who would you vote fc
A) Ronald Reagan
B) Edward Kennedy
C) Howard Baker
D) George Bush
E) John Glenn
F) George McGovem
G) Walter Mondale
8. Which issue do you feel
utmost concern?
A) Nuclear Arms Freeze andj
B) Unemployment
C) Abortion
D) Foreign Affairs
E) Inflation
F) Other
9. When you vote, which do yoi
most in making your decision?
A) Candidate's party
B) Candidate's platform and|
C) Candidate's record
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Weicker Focuses Campaign
On Foreign Affairs, Jobs
by Lucia M. Mercurio
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Incumbent senatorial candidate, Lowell Weicker stresses international relations and unemployment as two of the major
issues in his campaign against
Democrat Toby Moffett.
In an interview with Marty
Moore, Weicker's Press Secretary,
Moore spoke for Senator Weicker
concerning current conflicts in
Central and South America.
"The answer in Central America,
South America and the Carribean
is for the United States to get involved with our expertise in areas
such as medicine, housing, agriculture, transportation. In other
words, we should give the people
down there what they want, what
anybody in the world wants: a decent life and a better life for their

children. And right now were not
invovled in that part of the world.
It's a breeding place for communism. The answer is not to step
in at the last minute with an arms
shipment for a few tanks or
helicopters."
"By our not being there we have
created a vacuum for the Soviet
Union to step in. There's no way
we're going to get the Soviet
Union out of the Western Hemisphere except by involving
ourselves in a positive way."
Weicker advocates "a full embargo of the Soviet Union." "He
feels that our half response, in
that we put on a grain embargo
after they invaded Afghanistan
and then took it off will just encourage them...."
Moore confirmed the policy of a
total nuclear arms freeze that
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Weicker has promoted all along.
His humanistic and quasi-liberal
He continued on the subject by
beliefs run over into other political
stating, "He opposes the MX mis- .questions. Weicker has always
sle, he opposes refurbishing the
taken the position of pro-choice
old World War II battleships, he
for abortion. He also favors
opposes the neutron bomb.
government funded abortions.
"He favors a strong national
Moore explained, "The policies of
defense, but he feels that some
the United States, the law of the
(weapons) are way out and cannot
land, is that the Federal governbe justified."
ment pay for major medical proAs far as nuclear power goes,
cedures for people who can't afMoore responded, "He feels that
ford them, and he considers aboris here. More than 50% of Connection a major medical procedure."
ticut is run by nuclear power.
On this and other "moral"
It is this reason that Weicker
issues Weicker has continuously
voted for an experimental program ^fought with Senator Helms and
concerning the use of nuclear
the New Right movement. When
energy. A large part of this proasked whether he feels the New
gram is devoted to the disposal of
Right has been defeated for good,
nuclear waste which Weicker feels
Moore emphatically stated, "Oh,
is one of the biggest concerns of
they'll be back. They don't give up..
nuclear energy.
It's been a rough fight out there.
Moore continued, "As far as it
But once you get the politician
being the answer, no, he doesn't
telling the courts what they can
think that is the answer. He feels
and cannot do, then God help us
that it will have to be a very strong
alL""
combination of oil, coal, shale oil,
Because of these views, has
solar, nuclear and possibly even
Weicker lost the "conservative"
wind."
Republican vote?
Weicker's opposition to the
"The conservative Republicans
Reagan administration's budget
will go with Weicker. Now you've
proposal is one of his most fervent
got another element out there
stances. Moore explained
that's coming from the right-sideWeicker's position.
of-the-moon someplace. They'll
"Weicker will continue to push vote for Moffett out of spite, or
for the same thing that he said two vote for DeFazio, or stay home.
years ago when he voted against But we always knew that group
Reagan's budget proposal. That would not vote for Weicker."
you can't have an enormous inOn November second, the cancrease in spending and have a
didates themselves, not the
huge individual tax cut." He exissues, will decide the election.
plained that the interest rates will
"Weicker isn't going after Motgo up because of the national
fett's spot. Moffett is saying, 'Hey
budget deficit. "When you get in- I want to replace Lowell Weicker.'
terest rates down, people can buy It rests upon whether Weicker was
cars, they can buy homes."
a good Senator or not."

McKinney Seeks Re-election
On Voting Record
by Richard Swietek
Executive Editor
Republican Stewart McKinney
is the incumbent congressman
running for a seventh term from
the fourth district. McKinney, who
is pitted against democratic challenger John Phillips expressed
some of his views and platform
ideas in a recent interview with the
Mirror.
Congressman McKinnney has
come out against any cuts in the
federal student loan programs. He
is in favor of the $30,000 means
test which has just been implemented. The congressman felt
some students had a misconception of how the loan programs
have been effected by federal
legislation. "There have been no
cuts in the program. The only
thing which was added was the
means test. Any student with a
family income under $30,000 is
still eligible for the full $2,500
loan", stated McKinney.
Even though a republican,
McKinney has come out in favor of
a bilateral nuclear freeze. The congressman believes that the most
important issue surrounding the
freeze concerns getting the parties to the conference table. "You
can forget about verifiability since
both sides have second strike
capabilities," added McKinney.
He also supported a fiscal 1983
budget which showed only a 5%
increase in defense spending
rather than the 19% increase
which passed Congress. According to McKinney there is at least
10%-15% of the present defense
budget which can be cut. "A 5%

increase would keep it in line with
inflation," commented the incumbent.
McKinney is also one of a few
congressmen in favor of legalizing
abortion. "I can't understand how
something can be legal for the rich
and not for the poor. It's an absurdity that someone can fly their kid
to Nassau for an abortion," stated
the congressman. "It doesn't
mean I approve, but I don't think
it's government's place," added
McKinney.
The fourth district representative has also come out against
the increase in Connecticut's
drinking age. "I think it's very
hypocritical. Eighteen to twentyone year olds have the worst
voting record though, and state
legislators know it." commented
McKinney. He added that the best
thing students could do would be
to vote and help their own cause.
The congressman is in favor of
tough drunk driving laws. He feels
"it will make people think twice."
Concerning the economy, McKinney supports deregulation of
businesses such as the airlines
and railroads, but he feels there
should be no more deregulation of
environmental programs.
Congressman McKinney also
voted against the Balanced
Budget Amendment. In his words
the amendment was only "a congressional con."
In reference to Reagan's across
the board tax cuts McKinney admitted that, "So far it hasn't had
much success." He also mentioned that his support of the KempRoth Budget Bill was a comp-

romise on his part. "I was never
fond of the Kemp-Roth Bill, but I
felt it was more theoretically good
than bed," stated McKinney.
"Right now I'm looking to suspend the cuts for six months so
we can take a look at the program.
I don't think we should write it off,
but we have to take a look at the
deficit," added McKinney.
McKinney also commented on a
pamphlet which had him quoted
as saying, "Students at Fairfield
who live at the beach drive Volvos
and are on food stamps." The congressman explained this as a misconstrued comment. He stated
that he was trying to explain

abuses in the food stamp program
and mentioned that students
residing in one state could travel
to another state to study and apply for food stamps in that area.
One of his aids then added that
when he attended Fairfield around
1975-76 he knew a number of
students who were driving volvos
their parents bought for them and
who were getting food stamps.
McKinney added that this type of
practice is no longer possible
under present law.
Finally McKinney commented
on his opponent John Phillips by
saying, "So far he as run an extremely negative campaign."

Stewart McKinney (R)
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Nixon's Comeback: One more time?
by John Orman
Former President Richard Nixon is currently trying for a political comback of sorts
in the 1980s. No, Nixon has no plans to run
for office as far as we know, but he is trying
for some "presidential revisionism" by
historians, presidential watchers, columnists, political scientists and citizens in
order that they might rethink the Nixon
years and upgrade his presidential rankings. Today as is the late 1960s, Nixon's
goal is to be remembered as a great president and a great international statesman
and leader. With books like The Real War
and his current book on leaders published
in the 1980s, Nixon hopes to offer justifications for his administration in the guise of
faulty scholarship. He argues that leaders
have to lie and deceive at times in order to
get things done. He maintains that sometimes a great leader must break certain
laws in order to achieve the greater good for
the nation. He is free with his advice on how
to be a great president and a great statesmen. His primer on leadership and greatness would make Machiavelli proud that
someone in the 20th century still took his
work so seriously.
Nixon's hopes for a presidential upgrading (much like the one Harry S. Truman
magically received in the early 1970s
because people wrongly started arguing
that at least Harry Truman "told it like it
was,") rests on the assumption that the attention span of the American people is one
week and that their sense of history deals
with what happened in the last two weeks.

Nixon is hoping that many people will argue
that Nixon was a great president who might
have done some illegal things, but so do all
other presidents.. .i.e. NIXON JUST GOT
CAUGHT.
Since this is the 10 year anniversary of
the Watergate breakin, and since Nixon is
trying his political comeback as an elder
statesman, I feel it is necessary to remind
citizens that Nixon did much more than
"just get caught," Nixon gave presidential
corruption a new meaning, One might be
able to go back and find questionable uses
of presidential power by Lincoln, Wilson,
both Roosevelts and one might be able to
point at the deception of Kennedy and
Johnson with respect to the war in Indochina, and one might bring up Harding
and the Teapot Dome scandals, but Nixon's
central problem was the scope and magnitude of presidential corruption. For almost
every category of presidential corruption
that a scholar might develop, Nixon gets a
check mark for participating in that kind of
corruption and he often clearly leads the
league, in most categories.
Before you utter the words one more time
In the 1980s that Nixon "just got caught"
try to remember the following items:
1. Nixon was an indicted co-conspirator
in the eyes of the Watergate grandjury.
2. Nixon secretly bombed a neutral country Cambodia for some 14 months without telling the Congress or the people.
3. Nixon and Kissinger plotted to
assassinate General Rene Schneider of
Chile because the general did not be-

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

lieve in military coups against democratically elected leaders.
Nixon used taxpayers money for his
own private concerns to make outstanding properties in San Clemente and
Key Biscayne.
Nixon and Kissinger tried to overthrow
Allende in Chile.
Nixon used the Internal Revenue Service to audit the returns of his political
enemies to harrass them.
Nixon had his own White House secret
police called "The Plumbers."
Nixon tried to wiretap and bug the Democratic National headquarters.
Nixon tried to breakin to Daniel Ellsberg psychiatrist's office to get "dirt"
on the man who leaked The Pentagon
Papers.

Today as in the late 1960's,
Nixon's goal is to be remembered as a great president and
a great international statesman and leader."
10. Nixon evaded paying his fair share of
income tax while he was president
because his accountant illegally
backdated a transaction.
11. Nixon lied about his involvement in the
Watergate cover-up.
12. Nixon destroyed evidence in a criminal
trial.

13. Nixon talked about raised hush money
to keep defendents quiet.
14. Nixon counseled witnesses to remain
silent or to say "I do not recall" when
asked about Watergate matters.
15. Nixon used unethical and illegal campaign tactics in the 1972 election. He
accepted illegal campaign contributions from large corporations.
16. Nixon secretly bombed Laos for one
year.
17. Nixon used the F.B.I, for domestic surveillance and harrassment against law
abiding American citizens.
18. Nixon used the C.I.A. to get his political
enemies.
19. Nixon wiretapped journalists.
20. He was indicted and impeached by the
House Judiciary Committee for obstruction of justice, abuse of power and
contempt of Congress but he resigned
before the full House of Representatives could impeach him. Then appointed President Ford gave Nixon an
unconditional, absolute pardon.
So the next time you see Nixon in People
magazine, or in the national news because
he visited some head of state, or a review of
his books on leadership, try to ask yourself
"Why is this man giving advice on how to be
a great president?" Then you might ask
yourself that quintessential question about
Nixon, "Would you buy a used car from this
man?" I sincerely hope that you do not!
Dr. John Orman is an associate
Professor and Chair., Politics Department.

The Minor Parties Candidates
by Stan L. Prager
Politics Editor
It is rare that a minor party candidate
ever succeeds in winning an election in the
United States. In fact, they usually do not
even run close. This is true of Connecticut's
upcoming Senatorial contest, as well: the
two minor party candidates have together
failed to capture more than ten percent of
the total projected vote.
According to a recent New York Times
poll, Lucien Difazio, the Conservative Party
candidate, has the support of about nine
percent of Connecticut voters. James A.
Lewis, of the Liberterian Party, has about
one percent. On Election Day, it is probable
that the actual votes that Difazio and Lewis
receive will be well below even these figures, as voters tend not to vote for those
who have little or no likelihood of winning.
There are several reasons why minor party candidates generally do poorly in elections. One is that electoral laws make it difficult just to get on the ballot unless the
candidate is a nominee of the Republican
or Democratic parties. Other legal specifications, such as rules regarding winnertake-all districts, prevent minor candidates
from carrying blocs of votes.
Another problem is "self-fulfilling prophecy": voters fail to take minor candidates
seriously since they are perceived as having a slim chance for success; this perception, therefore, becomes the reality. Still
another factor is the orientation and appeal

of minor party candidates. Most tend to address the extremes of the political spectrum, and therefore arouse little sympathy
from the average voter, who can usually be
located somewhat nearer to the political
center. In recent years, only John Anderson
(who made a bid for President in 1980) advocated policies that could be saW to appeal to the center. The vast majority of
minor candidates, on both the national and
local levels, usually represent ideological
extremes, thus attracting little significant
support.
This last factor is applicable to the Connecticut Senatorial race. It would be difficult to imagine Difazio or Lewis garnering
sizable support, largely due to their extremist views which are far removed from
mainsteam thought.
Difazio is of the far right-wing. He claims
to support President Reagan, but in comparison, Reagan is far more moderate. Difazio is running under the Conservative Party label, but seems to suggest that he is a
Republican at heart. If this is true, than one
might wonder why he did not receive the Republican Party nomination rather than Lowell P. Weicker?
James A. Lewis is of the far left-wing. He
advocates the withdrawal of all U.S. forces
abroad, and insists we should pull out of
NATO. In short, Lewis wants the United
States to relinquish its role as a world
power. Few voters are willing to go along

with him.
While minor party candidates will always
face considerable barriers in their bids for
office, their chances would improve—at
least on the local level—if they were to attempt to appeal to a more broad-based electorate. In their current bid for the U.S.

Senate, the two minor candidates are ideologically polarized; they have virtually no
hope for success. It would be hoped that a
viable, centrist third party alternative will
one day present itself. For the present, the
realistic voter only has to consider Moffett
or Weicker.

What Is A Democratic Vote?
by Dave Weber
Democratic candidates in this year's
elections are firmly committed to the
realization of American social and
economic progress. They see the government as the leading force in shaping the
future of the American people. In doing so,
they realize that differences between
groups in our society, Institutional structures which prevent self direction, and problems inherent in complex societies must
be rooted out by action of the government.
Unlike their Republican counterparts,
Democrats are willing to use the political
system to develop alternative approaches
to social problems and economic decay,
I propose that by electing Democratic
candidates to office next week we can ensure the health and progress of our nation.
Think of what the Republicans have done to
this end: they have severed relations with
Latin American countries, upset ties with

the People's Republic of China, built-up our
destructive capabilities, alienated Western
Europe, given us an average tax break of $6
at the expense of social programs, watched
the unemployment rate rocket to 10.1%,
and have systematically ignored the plight
of minorities and the poor, instead of carrying out the programs and promises of previous Administrations, the Republicans have
revoked our traditional commitments in
favor of reactionary stuff which is detached
from the American experience of the last
forty years. Retrenchment has cost us our
power and prestige as a liberal democracy,
as the West looks for a new leader.
The choice is clear next week. It is time
we realize that Toby Moffett, John Phillips,
Sill O'Neill, and the entire Democratic site
will put America back to its self-appointed
and self-made place as leader on the free
and progressive world.
Dave Weber is President of the
Fairfield University Young Democrats.

Jordan Shines in Crisis
by Anthony Ghecas
Readers Forum Editor
Hamilton Jordan, former White House
Chief of Staff under the Carter Administration, has written a revealing summary
of the final months of the Carter Presidency in his new book, Crisis: the Last
Year of the Carter Presidency. "1980 was
pure hell—the Kennedy challenge, Afghanistan, having to put the SALT Treaty
on the shelf, the recession, Ronald Reagan, and the hostages.. .always the hostages! It was one crisis after another." so
begins Jordan's book with Jimmy Carter's
quote from January 22, 1981.
And from Jordan's book, we certainly
are presented with the view of a presidency under siege. Jordan readily admits that
he never was an expert in Foreign Policy.
As Chief of Staff, his main job concerned

political strategy. In other words, as part
of the besieged Presidency, Jordan constantly worried about the Kennedy threat.
After all, Jordan had been the "mastermind" behind the Carter surprise victory
in 1976. Now he would save his president

Book Review
from the ignominy of losing his own
party's nomination. "For a long year, Ted
Kennedy had been the enemy." But due to
an interesting Rose Garden strategy
whereby Carter avoided Kennedy by appearing to be totally preoccupied with the
crisis in Iran, Carter prevailed in the
Democratic primaries. In short, as long as
the Iran crisis continued Jimmy Carter's

Presidency was sacrosanct. Any attempt
by Kennedy to unseat him was viewed as
being "disloyal."
But after the Kennedy threat was gone
with his ultimate defeat at the convention,
Carter was left with the Iranian albatross
around his neck. In short, Carter was "entrapped in his own Rose Garden Strategy." According to Jordan, the American
people cold no longer withstand the
humiliation of the Iranian hostage situation. They wre ready to vent their frustration with Carter at the polls.
Although Jimmy Carter was becoming
the personification "of the unprecedented
and galling impotence the seizure of the
hostages represented for America," Jordan still believed that the 1980 election
could be won. He frequently warned
Carter about the danger of the great com-

municator—Ronald Reagan. To beat Reagan, Jordan said, the differences between
Reagan and Carter would have to be emphasized.
However, Carter's emphasis on exaggerating Reagan's war-like tendencies
backfired on Carter in the "meanness factor." Iran plus Reagan signaled defeat for
Carter in 1980.
In Crisis, Jordan brings us into the last
days of the Carter Presidency where we
learn that in 1980, "the ultimate hostage
was Carter, who gained his freedom only
when he relinquished the presidency—on
the very day the hostages in Iran were set
free."
Crisis: The Last Year of the Carter Presidency
by Hamilton Jordan
G.P. Putnam's Sons
$16.95
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